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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND ITS BACKGROUND
Statement of the Problem
Administrators, teachers, group workers, psycholo-
gists, and many others have long recognized a pressing
need for increased knowledge in the field of group
psychology. Furthermore, the ever increasing complex-
ity of society has caused this need to grow more
urgent. Yet it is only in the last decade that sig-
nificant progress has been made in this field of
research. Prior to this period, many believed that
successful study of the dynamics of group behavior
would not be possible until a relatively complete
understanding of the psychology of the Individual had
been achieved. However, recent research in the group
field makes this belief appear imtenable.
The goal which was initially set for the present
study was to devise a means for evaluating group
discussion. There appeared to be no question but that
such a project was at least potentially important.
However, the writer, having almost no background in
this field, was unable to make an intelligent appraisal
1
Cl.tU v'HtJilOAS U'iA ciHT
meld0‘i‘i crfJ lo dn8;re:Jfi;J -
-cXo/ioTnq . 3‘td‘^T:ow quo^s . E'lQi.ioAo^J t *»*iOsJ;ii'ici alillirfibA
gii.lc:r;e'‘iq d. b©2 Jtrivi.^oe*! gnoX ij/sui p.'xerldc bns lactaX^
to bXoi'x Slid jti es.bsXwoaA f>aaa^^*'ionX lol baeii
t-
.
-/wplqr. 'o 3Gl?.BQ*ionx nevs edd . e^ceiaerf^'U/*? .^goXorlo^cq
s'loca W01S od slxld b<nwBz ac.i 'jdeiooR to
'
I
-^xs dBrid eoBoob dfcBl arid nl sX di deY .dn8s*^tij
to Melt eirid iiX ebBm iieod ocri 2ee*i30'iq drjBoitin
dBiXd bsvsiled ^boXfisq aXiid od *xoX'i^ .rto-iBsso-i
i.oi .’Bded quoTis to nohuBcr^r add to \,bidde liiteoooowd
adsiqmoo ^ lidruj oldiaaoq &c« don Mijo’v
bad Isjjbi-vXbxiX end to odd tc anibaRdfc'iebiiJJ
qxfons Slid ni do'ijewaei da&oe'i -T.6vewoiI .boveXcloa iieso'
.^XoBiiodnu TiBoqqB loXIsd eldd e ydani bit: It
. dcic-sanq edd o.ot doa rloXdw XB03 ©xlT
quQ'13 jgitXdjBuXBve ‘lot Ri^Bfera a oeivaf) od asw
darld dod xtdidesnp ocl ©d od bertBoqqB ©'lodT . loXoRijoalb
. rp.Bdnocjil Y^-i-^-tdnedoq dPBoX da bbv7 d 09 i,<^iq a doite.y
*
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of the difficulty and feasibility of the task which had
been set. Early reading and study of previous research
in this field soon made two things clear: (1) that the
amount of published research in this field was very
small; and (2) that there could be no simple solution
to the problem of evaluating discussion.
Further study of discussion techniques and of
actual discussion groups made it seem evident that a
worthwhile evaluation of a discussion would require a
considerable knowledge of: (1) the specific group in
question, its purposes, past history, and method of
discussion; and (2) the problem or topic which is
being discussed. It also became evident that there
were many types of evaluation possible; i.e.- evaluation
of the content of the discussion, evaluation of the
effect of the discussion on the thinking of the
individual members, evaluation of the action resulting
from discussion, aid others. Even if it were assumed
that the above types of evaluation could be accom-
plished, there would remain the problem of determining
which of these types of evaluation would be appropriate
for a specific discussion group. Having made this
choice there would be the further need to decide how
to weight the various types of evaluation in order to
determine an overall evaluation rating for the
bud dol'dvr odcJ 'Xo v.^llidlceal brtjs ed:t 'to
dnrc^seo'i axrcive-xq u yi-'i/i 3 t>fiJ3 ''.‘^rlbBerz 'ijI'xjbI:*. .xJwe 'ised
edJ lijidi} (X) :‘x«eIo £Sf^XriiJ owv ebjari ncoa blail iil
'c'lov aaw blel'i sXdJ n.1 no»ir.eef‘i bBilslCdijq lo ctnwor^
} -
noli'ixloe aXqinIe on anedd dudi '2) hnit t.riAjiui
.iioiaauoelL :vfi/,di.i;j.£vo lo ia©Xdfj«i.q afiJ ocf
io bn£ 8»xjpZr:noc)i^ rtr'XsKi»oei * ‘io 'iarld‘iu‘1
a daecive tnaoE dl ejjQus 3qub^^ froiEExfOcXX
ii eninpy*! blc/ow uoXesnoaib b Ic aoX-^xii-iavo alXdwadnow
nX Cijc*i3 ol'IIoeqs arfd (I) :‘io e^belvonii eldB'toDxsaoo
boddac': bne t^nodaiil daaq » ^aadq'inq sdi .noXdaaup
ill rIoX-iiw olqoa 'lo mslcjonq ©rid (5) bm ixiolaenoeXb
w'ijriX dnrid druoXv© ©niBoui oe Cb oI .b©33i/oaib ^nXad
aoioBuXii VE -.a.l ;eIdl8.3oq cu.liBuXBve ,'io zoq’^t oicw
Olid 'lo noXdBx/l3T© tnoiaai/oexb erid 'io dnsdnoo end lio
arid 'zo ^aliiriiri'd odd u'U> noLfip.nroexb ©rid “lo doalie
XnXdXxfs©^ noIdoA' erid^ 'io lioidBu/.Bvo lanbl vibnX
ba/uu.i3x ©lov. dl iiavit , i'laado fcrc ^ 'loiaBCJ'OBib itiC':'!
"iroooB 5«d bXi/oo noxdnijliiv© 'lo etjqx^ evods ©rid diudJ
grj - .1 Inin©deb *io moldonq ^rij ni.©*ion oXnow ©nerid .faarisllq
ed32x-.:oiqqa od blirow noIdr.^.X^v© *10 a©q-^d eaezld *10 rioiri-;;
alrid obsm snivnH ,qno*i3 rrol©3U0Elb oflloeqa a nol
wofi ijbloeb od ooen noiidin'l ©rid ad blorw ©nf^xld ecXorio
od X©: no al acid.3UiJ8vs lo aeav^j- QuoXnav ©rid dftglev od
Oiid ‘lol 3nXdB*i rioXdjaalBv© Ilzanavo njB ©niriinedob
3discussion.
A careful consideration of the factors stated above
made it seem that the development of a simple Instrument
for the evaluation of group discussion was not feasible.
Consequently, an attempt was made to select a more
realistic goal. The broad purpose of the thesis came
to be seen as that of developing an instrument which
might help discussion groups to help themselves by
providing the means for obtaining a more objective
record of the discussion process than the human memory
could provide. However, it was necessary to limit this
topic still further, since there are a number of
different phases of the discussion process which might
be observed and recorded. At this point a rather
arbitrary decision was reached to make the specific
concern of this study the development of an instrument
for recording the verbal interaction occurring in
group discussion.
There were already in existence a number of
instruments which attempted to provide a method for
observing and recording discussion interaction.
However, the more recent instruments were complex in
nature, necessitating a large amount of Intensive
training for those attempting to gain proficiency in
their use. Earlier instruments, though simpler in
. ioicEiioelb
dvcj.^ .ifJtidF. e.zoiok’t tui^ 'fo lulC'iJbo A .
ifrin^cuj-id-a: I elir.^le a 1c ,JaefnqoIdVcC izAi ncoa d-1 obAm
.dXdbea?’! Joe ^.jtiw noXueyoaXjb quo’xjj Ic rioi^Ax/Ijsvo ‘lol
B^io/n A jycXop, 03 e^Atc cAvy ha i ; ?;3fia7r.B3noO
a/rjBO 3l'i.3dd •3;:J 1o ecoq^xxq I>ao id eriT . ^ olXaila&^i
ec.t na Sfxlqoleveb 1o JBilo :& not* a eo oX
l^ci SbrlSEcceA^i^ qiad o r Eqdon^ frolLEU "ib qlsd Xd^itn ,
97.i;ro^(,do 0‘^xoiu a gniniaXefo T:i eocon: aiiJ ^nXOiveaq
'fnoj.Trim na.:3ijd edet oedd aat^oonq noXEcixoa LL ©nJ ‘lo cnccon
elrid djtffiii oo '!j^‘js£:a90©n eaw tneve^oll ,3foXvonq olwoo
lo nedirJJn a Q'iiis e'x«#n3 sonia .noiio*w1 IIlXs olqo;r
dd^LTi dol-iw sci60( ic naiEGiroslb adt It sapailq ;Jx.*o £ 'tlib
'iodjA‘1 a cJu l oc: ;ld3 dA . t> im o-.! V*ioado ©cf
oilXoeqe &n^ erAair: oi Jb6rioae*i gaa n'.'ialoeb Xci*i£
^itonui'i^adi: n.i lo dneiTiqoIeveb ©dxf "^bridD ?ld« lo meonoo
nl sni'i'itooc noiroi-iQ^nl lad'iev cd3 q .ib^ccoe*! 'lol
. aolacijosi.b
-iiro'ig
lo ‘iodxia/ f a eof£©3ai:x© nl '^baoilA anew ©‘ledT
'icl bu^qein b sblvonq od badqmeJda dolo'.v adnc;i.ir;dsr[l
. loiJoanodfii xioleejxosib gnii 'iooo'i r;.a j^rJ v loaoo
nJ. xolqrnoo anav? a rnjftujniani diieoen onoiXt bcl ^'lavov.oH
©vlaiiednl lo ;Titijo;ui» ojjnsC b ^alJAlisseocn
nl xoneJtoiloiq niB3 od snidqm^l^B oaoiid lol s^IaxBnd
ni: nelqicia d^iiorid . .oia.i-Tdar£i: xeil iB * . oti/ ‘li&dd
nature, appeared quite inadequate when viewed in the
light of current knowledge in the field. Hence, there
appeared to be a real need for another instrument which
would be reasonably comprehensive yet simple enough
to allow persons unskilled in the art of group obser-
vation to gain rather quickly a reasonable degree of
proficiency in its use.
It was believed that the problem of development
did not end with the construction of the instrument
itself, A second and major portion of the design
problem was to develop a manual of instructions which
would serve to acquaint interested persons with the
nature of the instrument and how it might be used.
The writer had in mind as potential users of the
Instrument teachers in high schools and colleges who
have occasion to work with students in discussion
groups. However, there was no intent to design the
instriiment in such a way that its usefulness would
be restricted to the classroom situation. Rather,
it was hoped that it would prove potentially helpful
in many kinds of discussion groups as one way of
helping these groups to achieve better understanding
of their own fimctioning.
It also seemed clear that the instrument and
manual would have little significance vinXess some
fc-isrij ttori-jrl . x e/it nl; egbelwoiDl "no'itijc tt.
Di-'v? Jnbiiix>^\d E : • lexl^oafc ‘io'l been iBe*i « ed oi f»"’:oeqqa
ri^iuon^ eXr.iiiie de\; ©\ lanexie'iqGioo ed MiiC’.y
-•tufcdo qijc/i;^ 'to j'la e^iJ ill beXXlifenjJ a ioi^-ioq ?ro;. Ee od
lo ©Idsa JEfioi B ^iHcii/p lerida^T nls.i; itoxtev
,G 2n cdx nl xofiffloVlo^q
dneccqoievbb 10 xic-IdO’iq oxEl bb^/olled aaw dl
dnsKoj'i^ oftx s^ix lo coljofj'ici enoo -’edd riJlw bne don bio
n^laub odd lo noid'-ioq 'xo^firr briB bnooes A .IXeedi:
doxTi# fcnoxdox;*idKnx ic If-ifiLSK a qciQVab oi zm ffleldo'^q
,tild ddi?^ anos'ieq rbdt;e‘iedn.L od blnow
.beaX) fed ,11 .voxi bna 1ixofxu‘Xd('-ni eiid lo ©'luden
&iii lo ?.‘iecu IjsI d.Tbdoc' t'.-w >,[.lsji ill bsd ‘ledl'iw 'OriT
orlw Ee^eXXoe boB BXoodos lislxl nl »2*iexioBed dno-uj'i.t enl
nolSBbriEib ni cdo-obiidB iTiJxw il’sow od noxE/sooo ev'^cjd
edj n^sicei) cd dnednl on ebw oteiid ixevovroH . qboiji
bi^ow seen! Edl dadd ^ :\ouz nl jogl'U/*!
J
enl
t ledj 3:i *.nol1'a-Jd -te ii£OC'iRei‘.I& ©d1 od bodoi'ide*>T, ad
I ;*j.cXod ©vofiq fcljJOff dJ i.Edd neqori eaw >l
lo eno aB aquoT:;^' noinenoalb lo ebnid ^nacr nl
3j4lbii3dEj*^£bbiUj T[o1ded ovelxloa od aoi/on.^ OBOdw
4
.^nlno-l Joanl :tv;o ‘'tladd lo
him dnerab^idan E exEd iBild oo^iee?. obIb dX , ,
oiuCE aaeXnu aonBoll-lnslc oXidll ©van blu at XeifriBiJ
attempt were made to measure their worth. Hence, plans
were made to include as a part of the study an initial
tryout of the instrument. Prom such a tryout three
types of information could be secured:
(1) An indication of the amount of study and
training required to prepare individuals
to act as interaction observers,
(2) An estimate of the reliability of the
instrument,
(3) An indication of the potential usefulness
of the Instrument in differentiating
Interaction patterns within discussion
groups
,
These three types of Information were considered
essential to an evaluation of the instrument.
Succeeding chapters describe the methods used to
meet the objectives outlined in the proceeding para-
graphs and also present the results obtained.
Definition of Terms
In succeeding sections of this thesis there are
a number of terms whose meanings require definition.
These terms are given below:
!• Permissive group atmosphere- a group
atmosphere in which no repressive forces
are exerted by the group on the indi-
vidual, Hence, individual group members
are free to contribute their thoughts
and ideas to the group thinking process
without any fear of aggression or attack
from other group ’members
,
2, Discussion interaction- the member
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participations occurring in a group dis-
cussion, As used in this paper, interaction
implies not only a participation but also
a receiver or object of the participation,
3, Involve- to draw a person into a situation so
that he becomes increasingly interested in
the situation. It usually connotes
emotional concern,
4, Feedback- to give back to the group ideas,
observations, or other data concerning the
fiinctloning of the group.
Review of Previous Research
This section reviews the ways in which previous
Investigators have attempted to study the interaction
occurring in group discussion. Major emphasis is
placed upon the description of the various Instruments
which have been developed. The descriptions are brief
and only attempt to acquaint the reader with the
general characteristics of these Instruments. Footnote
direct the reader to sources of further information
concerning specific instruments.
Early studies .— One of the earliest attempts at
systematic observation of discussion Interaction was
that made by Wrightstone,1/ His instrument consisted
of seven categories, each of which defined a specific
type of activity. It was developed to provide a
17 J. W, Wrightstone, "An Instrument for Measuring
?5roup Discussion and Planning," Journal of Educational
Research 27: 641-50 (Mf.y 1934),
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7method for observing pupil participation in the class-
room. Each participation by a pupil was tallied if it
fell within one of the seven categories, and all tallies
v/ere given the same weight. Hence, the student’s
score was merely the arithmetic sum of his partici-
pations. Exactly mat use was made of the breakdown
of participations by categories is not made clear, but
it TO uld appear that this breakdown did not prove to
be particularly helpful.
In the late 1930 *s several important studies were
made in this field. The first of these, and probably
the most important, was that by Lippitt.V Lippitt
developed and used four types of group observation
techniques: (1) social interaction observation; (2)
group structure observation; (3) member activity
observation; aod (4) stenographic recording of member
participations* These were used simultaneously in
recording the activities of the experimental groups.
Although all of these techniques provided important
data which was later used in the analysis of the
experimental groups, only the techniqie for social
IT Ronald Lippitt, An Experimental Study of the
Effect of Democratic ana Autnoritarian u-roup Atmospheres
upon the Group and the Individual , Master of Arts
Thesis, Graduate College of the State University of
Iowa, 1938.
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Interaction observation is of direct significance to
the present study.
The social interaction record consisted of a
quantitative running account of the social interactions
between group members. This running account was made
in terms of four categories:
(1) initiated ascendant approaches and non-
Inltiated ascendant actions
(2) initiated submissive approaches and non-
ini tlated submissive actions
(3) initiated objective, non-ego involved,
approaches and non-lnltiated objective
actions
(4) purposeful ignoring of a social approach.
It was found during preliminary observation that
group life seemed to break up into rather natural
behavioral units- a particular unit ending when the
group or sub-group attention moved on to a new focus.
During the collection of data, the Interaction
observer used these units to divide his running
account into chains of social interaction. Thus,
the Interaction observation was broken into meaningful
psychological entities rather than arbitrary time
units
.
A further study built upon this initial study
by Lippltt but considerably more extensive than the
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first was made by Lippitt and White This study
included not only groups under democratic and
authoritarian leadership but also groups under laissez-
faire leadership. However, it appears that the methods
of social interaction observation used in these two
experiments were similar.
A third study falling v/ithin this period was made
by Mller £/who attempted to measure the reflective
thinking of individuals as they participated in group
discussion. Mller’s method required that two observers
record simultaneously each student’s participation in
a discussion. The observers noted each contribution
made by the student and classified it in one of six
categories
:
(1) inference question (4) Information question
(2) inference statement (5) factual statement
(3) supported opinion (6) unsupported opinion
In analyzing the interaction data. Miller faced
the problem of determining the relative value of each
of the six categories as a measure of reflective
thinking. This difficulty was met in a rather arbi-
trary fashion. He compared the discussion
R, Lippitt and R. K. Yi/hite, ’’The ’Social Climate’ of
Children’s Groups,” Barker, Kounin, and V/right, Child
Behavior and Development, McGraw-Hill, 1943, p. 485-508
^ D, C, Miller, ’’Evaluative Research in Groupdiscussion,” Sociology and Social Research
, 25: 213-25
(January 1941 )
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participations of the five students who had been
determined by objective and essay examinations to be
the "best” students with the participations of five
students determined in a similar fashion to be
"below average." This procedure appears to have been
based upon the somewhat doubtful assumption that the
"best" students do more reflective thinking than the
"below average" students.
Further research on Interaction observation was
carried out in the Scoutmaster Training Research
Project.^:/ In contrast with Lippitt’s procedxire,
interaction observations in this study were arbitrarily
divided into two minute time intervals. Code numbers
or other identifying symbols were assigned by the
observer to each of the group members, and interactions
were recorded by noting for each interaction the
initiator, the receiver, and the category into which
the interaction fell. Five interaction categories
were defined:
(1) social asides
(2) following, pupil, student
(3) teaching, expert
(4) coordinating, director
(5) equal, fellow learner, colleague
^ C, E. iaendry (ed.), "A Guide for Observing a ScoutTroop in Action," Scouting for Facts, Special Research
Supplement No. 6
,
Research and Statistical Service,
Boy Scouts of America, 2 Park Ave
. ,
New York, 1944.
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A study of groups under fear and frustration was
conducted by French at Harvard University* 1/ Five
observers were used for tne sixteen groups included
in the study, and for the last ten of these groups six
types of data were collected. But the only data
collection technique of interest here is that based
upon the quantifiable checklist which was used in the
observation of groups under frustration* The following
eight categories were included in this checklist:
(1) objective problem-directed behavior
(2) friendly, cooperative, problem behavior
(3) friendly non-problem behavior
(4) hostile, dominating, and uncooperative
behavior towards others
(5) aggression against problems
(6) self-blame
(7) escape from the field
(8) general.
Each of the five observers in this experiment checked
only three of the above categories, and the combination
of categories checked was different for each observer.
This made it possible to have all categories but the
last checked by tvi^o observers, thus providing a method
for determining reliability of observation. Recording
of observations by observers was synchronized minute
IT J. R. P. French, "Organized and Unorganized Groups
under Fear and Frustration," R. Sears (ed.). Authority
and Frustration
,
University of Iowa Studies, Studies in
Child Vi/elfare, Vol. XX, University of Iowa Press, Iowa
City, Iowa, 1944.
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by minute by the use of an electric buzzer. Space was
also provided at the bottom of each category on the
check list for additional comments by observers.
Recent Studies .-- At the First National Training
Laboratory on Group Development, a 20 category inter-
action record was used by trained research observers
in recording interaction in the Basic Skill Training
Groups, 1/ These categories will not be listed here.
It would seem that there are two factors which
together may account for the large number of categorie
Included in this instrument and in instruments to be
described in succeeding paragraphs. First, these
instruments are of recent origin and are built upon
the knowledge gained through past experimentation;
hence, they would quite naturally tend to be more
comprehensive. Secondly, they were designed to make
possible an intensive search into the nature of
discussion interaction, and it is quite natural that
more complex instruments should grow out of this type
of approach.
The most complex instrument which has yet been
T. H, Butterworth, M. R. Ephraim, and K. F. Herrold
Teditorial committee). Preliminary Report of the First
National Training Laboratory on Group Development
,
National Education Association, Division of Adult
Education, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W,
,
Washington,
D.C,, 1947.
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designed was developed by Bales and used in research
recently conducted at Harvard University. 1/ This
interaction record contains 49 categories and makes
the job of interaction observer an even more highly
skilled one, necessitating extensive preparatory
training.
Studies of discussion interaction have also been
carried out by Gordon Hearn and Morton Deutsch in
their doctoral theses during the year 1947-48. 2/
Hearn's interaction observations were based upon an
adaptation of Bales' 49 categories; but Deutsch
developed his own instrument. This instrument consists
of 25 categories, and the categories themselves are
divided into three areas: (1) task functions; (2)
group functions; and (3) individual functions. This
method of organizing interaction categories has
proved to be a very helpful device and will be
discussed further in Chapter II.
Conclusions . In this section we have examined
E R. P. Bales and H. Gerbrands, ’’The 'Interactioncorder '”, H\iman Relations, Vol. I No. 4, p. 456-463
(August 1948).
2/ Although both Hearn's and Deutsch 's theses were
completed at the time of this writing, the writer was
unable to obtain copies of them. Consequently, the
information reported is based solely upon personal
Interviews with both Hearn and Deutsch in the spring of
1948 prior to the time that these theses were completed
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a number of instruments, each of which provides a
method for recording the social interaction occurring
in a group situation. These instruments are similar
in that they are composed of descriptive categories
and are designed for use by a person who, in acting
as an observer, becomes the recording instrument.
However, there are wide variations in both the number
and the type of categories employed. The earlier
instruments contain only a relatively few categories,
while the later instruments contain many more
categories and make possible a much more detailed
and precise recording of interaction. But the
differences among the various instruments are not
due entirely to the Increase in knowledge in the
field, although this is unquestionably an important
factor. Clearly, these differences are also evidence
of a wide range in the purposes for which the
instruments were constructed.
A number of the methods and procedures developed
by previous investigators in this field were utilized
in building the instrument with which the present study
is concerned. A detailed description of this instrument
is presented in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER II
THE INSTRimiENT
Development of the Instrument
In constructing the Instrument, an effort was made
to incorporate all of the areas suggested by the other
interaction records but to include them within a smaller
number of categories than was utilized by any of the
more recent instruments. The actual process used in
developing the Instrument was primarily one of building
and rebuilding, of adding and in some cases deleting
items, and of constantly reorganizing. In this
process very valuable help was received from Dr.
Ronald Lippltt, Morton Deutsch, and Gordon Hearn of
the Research Center for Group Dynamics at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Nature of the Instrument
The Instrument in its present form consists of
nine categories. The choice of nine rather than
some other number of categories was primarily the
outgrowth of an attempt to keep the number to a
minimum and at the same time to have these categories
cover the entire range of participations. It is the
-15-
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writer's belief that these nine categories provide the
basis for classifying nearly all of the participations
typically occurring in a group discussion.
The categories have been divided into three groups.
The basis for the division is the breakdown of functions
given below. 1/
1. Task Pionctions- those participations whose
primary purpose is that of furthering the
task with which the group is confronted.
2. Group Functions- those participations which
are primarily concerned with the functioning
of the group as a group and whose primary
purpose is that of facilitating effective
group action.
3. Individual Functions- those participations
which are primarily concerned with satisfying
individual needs or attaining individual
goals and inh ich are relevant neither to the
group functions nor to the task functions
as they are defined above.
A description of the categories used in the
Instrument is presented on the following four pages.
E The grouping of categories into Task, Group anddividual functions was first proposed by Morton Deutsch
in the interaction categories which he developed in
connection with his doctoral dissertation at the
Research Center for Group Dynamics at M.I.T. However,
the actual definitions of the Task, Group, and
Individual functions presented above are the writer's
own definitions and vary to some extent from the
initial definitions used by Deutsch.
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EXPLANATION OF CATEGORIES
Task Functions
1, Organizes thinking of group.
a. States, restates, or clarifies subject of
discussion. Gives initial statement of
problem; restates problem in same or
similar manner to original statementj
attempts to clarify the meaning of
previous statement (s) of problem.
b. Summarizes progress.
Attempts to summarize progress group has
made in its discussion up to that point or
to define position group has attained
relative to the goal or goals of the
discussion#
c. Brings discussion back to main topic.
Attempts to keep the group headed in the
right direction, to bring it back from
excursions into side issues or problems not
pertinent to the original discussion topic.
d. Raises problem of direction or goals.
This Includes such comments as; "I don’t
see where this is going to lead us.”; ”It
seems as though we are going in circles.”;
”’ATiat are we trying to do here anyway?”; etc.
e. Asks for clarification concerning the
progress of the discussion or the position
attained relative to tne goal or goals of
the discussion.
f. Integrates ideas or suggestions; pulls them
together.
g. Shows or clarifies relationships between or
among ideas.
2. Elaborates
a. Gives opinion.
States personal belief: ”I think
”I believe etc.
b. Gives information.
c. Cites example, story.
Gives an appropriate illustration, story,
or example of the point under consideration
by the group
.
d. Cites authority.
e. Suggests new possibilities;
(1) Course of action.
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(2) Procedure for group or method of
organizing group for the task.
(3) New way of handling difficulty*
f. Raises problem or question for group to act
upon.
3. Requests clarification or further elaboration
a. Asks opinion.
b. Asks information.
c. Asks suggestions.
d. Requests restatement, redefinition, or further
development of an idea presented in a
previous participation.
4. Evaluates discussion content
a. Attempts evaluation or constructive criticism
of one or more previous participations.
Participant may either agree or disagree with
what has gone before but criticism must be
directed at ideas and not at personalities.
b. Suggests that further discussion of sn idea is
needed or that previous discussion has been
Inadequate
.
Group Functions
5* Acts as group critic
a. Evaluates or comments upon group functioning.
b. Prods group or expresses need for group to:
(1) take action.
(2) come to a decision.
(3) move along at a faster pace.
6. Increases group solidarity
a. Encourages.
Compliments another member on his thinking,
his contribution to the discussion, etc.;
indicates understanding or acceptance; sides
with another member; attempts to draw out
another member by praise or encouragement;
exclaims with satisfaction, pleasure, or
enthusiasm; friendly joking or laughing;
praises group as a whole; encourages group
to renew its efforts.
b. Mediates, harmonizes, relieves tension.
(1) Third person attempting to bring
agreement between t?/o clashing points
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of viev/; shows factors common to both
sides; attempts to isolate points on
which there is a real difference of
opinion and if possible to show how
these differences may be reconciled;
attempts to demonstrate that point on
which parties differ is of little
consequence
.
(2) Pours oil on troubled waters; attempts to
cool off heated tempers.
(3) Suggests that discussion of a point
concerning which there is ^rong
disagreement be dropped or postponed.
(4) Jokes to relieve tension.
c* Facilitates flow of communication.
(1) Helps another member to express his
thoughts
.
(2) Expresses "feelings" of group.
(3) Regulates flow of communication.
(4) Attempts to keep communication channels
open.
7. Acts as good group member
a. Disciplines self to facilitate group progress.
b. Admits he has been proved wrong or that he was
,
in error.
c. Shifts his position on a question in order to
go along with the group or in order to
maintain group harmony.
d. Volunteers or agrees to assume a fimction such
as note taking, preparing a report on
discussion, etc.
Individual Functions
8. Seeks personal gain or satisfaction
a. Seeks recognition.
Exaggerates own importance; brags; boasts;
pounds table or makes other overt efforts to
attract attention; interrupts; acts overly
positive; seeks recognition of personal
achievements, abilities, past accomplishments,
etc
.
bo Aggressive actions.
Verbally attacks another member; belittles
abilities or accomplishments of another;
ridicules; rejects another; fault finding;
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hostile joking or laughing; criticizing;
sarcasm; evasion; refuses to reply when
addressed; postpones compliance with sug-
gestion; ignores; excessive formality; aloof-
ness; coldness.
c. Attempts to manipulate others through flattery.
d. Autocratic actions.
Gives orders; attempts to dictate course of
discussion; attempts to dictate functions
performed by members; attempts to make
decisions for group- "This is the way we’ll
do it.", etc.
e. Opposes, resists, blocks progress.
Disagrees or opposes without reason, is
stubborn or resistant; attempts to maintain
or bring back an issue after group has
by-passed it.
f. Defends self.
Defends himself or his personal views against
attack or what he interprets as attack by one
or more members of group.
g. Belittles self.
Asks for help or for directions; indicates
feelings of inferiority- "You can do this
better than I.", "Your judgement is better
than mine.", etc.; belittles ov/n accomplish-
ments; assumes inferior status; indicates
need for support of others- "Doesn't anyone
else agree with me?", etc.
Diverts Discussion
In this category fall:
(1) participations which indicate a refusal to
"get down to business" or to be serious.
(2) wise cracks.
(3) any participation not clearly applicable
to the subject of the discussion or
tending to sidetrack the discussion.
I
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Format of the Instrument
The form of the Instrument which is to be used by
observers while recording Interaction is presented
on the following page. The reader will note that
abbreviations representing each of the nine categories
are listed vertically along the left hand side of the
page and that beside each category a number of spaces
are provided for the observer to use in recording
interaction.
The Manual for Observers
In addition to the Instrument itself, a Manual for
Observers was developed,V Such a manual seemed necessary
both for training observers in the present experiment
and as a means of acquainting other interested persons
vi th the nature of the Instrument, Hence a twofold
purpose was assigned to the Manual: (1) to describe the
Instrument; and (2) to explain in detail the procedure
to be followed by observers in using the Instrument,
The Manual was used as a part of the Observer
Training iixperiment which is described in Chapter III,
Prom this tryout of the Manual a rough initial
evaluation of its clarity and usefulness was obtained.
See Appendix A
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Interaction Recording
In theory, the observer's function in recording
discussion interaction is relatively simple; stated
succinctly, it consists of deciding which of the
Form’s nine categories applies to each of the
participations contained in the discussion and of
recording this decision on the Form.
A discussion of the suggested procedure to be
followed by observers is included in the Manual for
Observers and will not be repeated here. However, a
brief discussion of the manner in which the Form may
be used by an observer in recording participation
would seem to be appropriate.
Mechanics of the recording procedure .— In order
to speed the recording procedure, since speed is at
times essential, the Form was designed to aillow the
designation of participants by symbols rather thai by
names. Although the nature of the symbols assigned is
unimportant, perhaps the simplest method is that of
assigning numbers to group members in rotation around
the group. For the purposes of the present discussion,
the use of numbers to identify participants will be
assumed.
The actual mechanics of the recording procedure
can probably best be approached through a discussion of
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the initial interactions occurring in a hypothetical
group discussion. Let us assume that member number
five opens the discussion by making a statement of
the problem to the entire group. A perusal of the
category descriptions indicates that the participation
which he has made falls within category number one.
This, then, would be recorded by placing in the first
blank space following category number one a 5-0.
These symbols Indicate that member number five has
made a contribution falling in category number one
and that this contribution was directed to the group
as a whole (the group as a whole being designated by
the figure 0 ).
Assume now that member number two responds to
number five’s statement with a question directed to
number five. According to the category descriptions
this contribution falls within category number three;
and this in turn would be recorded by placing in the
first space beside category number three a 2-5. In
a similar manner any other contribution falling
within the nine categories can be recorded.
Intent versus effect as the basis for categorizing
Interactions
.
— It is not enough for an interaction
observer to be provided m th a set of basic category
definitions, for such a set of definitions leaves him
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with an Inadequate basis for determining the classifi-
cation of many interactions. It is also necessary for
him to know whether it is the intent behind a given
participation or the effect of this participation on
the discussion which shall determine its classification.
It may at first seem that any atteiipt to
discriminate between the intent and effect of a
participation is a form of unjustifiable hair-splitting,
since neither intent nor effect is necessarily obvious
for all participations. However, a more careful
consideration of the problem of categorizing should
make it amply clear that there are in many instances
distinct differences between the intent behind a
participation and the effect produced by the
participation. This discrepancy between intent and
effect will in many cases call for categorizing a
single participation in two different ways. In the
majority of these cases the decision as to the correct
category must be governed by a somewhat arbitrary
ruling as to whether intent or effect is to be observed.
For the purposes of the present experiment, it
was decided that in general it should be the immediate
intent behind a participation as it is perceived by
the observer which should determine the category into
which a participation should fall. This was felt to be
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a wise choice for two reasons. First, and perhaps most
important, is the fact that classification by intent
tends to limit the necessity for the making of value
judgements by the observer; and therefore, the
possibility of an objective recording of interaction
is increased. Of secondary importance is the fact
that an observer’s job would be made more difficult
by a requirement that effect be used as a basis for
recording, since in this case it becomes necessary for
the observer to wait to record each interaction until
its effect can be observed. In many instances this
would mean that an observer would be required to evalu-
ate the effect of a participation which has just
ended while at the same time listening to a new
participation which follows on the heels of the first.
Although there can be little question but that a
need exists for a general decision as to v/hether
intent or effect will be observed, such a decision is
not in all cases an adequate solution to the
categorizing problem. This is true first because,
as suggested earlier in this section, there are
inevitably certain participations for which the intent
of the participant is not obvious to the observer.
For such participations categorizing is of necessity
based on the effect of the participation as it is
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seen by the observer. Secondly, there are situations
in which, though intent may seem obvious to the
observer, effect seems the only realistic basis for
categorizing. Such a situation is posed by the person
whose apparent intent is to elaborate on the point at
hand but who actually has the effect of diverting the
discussion. It is the writer’s belief that such
participations as the latter should be recorded in
category number nine (Diverts discussion) even though
the intent of the participation would clearly place
it in category number two (Elaborates).
A last factor which would seem deserving of
mention in this section is the fact that there is
often a difference between the habitual manner of a
participant and his immediate intent. The former may
actually interfere seriously in some cases with the
ability of a participant to produce the effect which
he desires. Thus, an inhibited person may find it
extremely difficult to express himself in a forceful
manner even though it is his immediate intent to do so.
The conclusion suggested by the above is that the
observer’s job is not as simple as one might like it
to be; and this is undoubtedly true. However, it is
Important to point out that though there are from
time to time difficult problems of categorizing in
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any discussion, the large majority of the participations
can be relatively easily categorized. This being the
case, the very difficult categorizing problems can be
seen to be of relatively small importance when viewed
in terms of their effect on the overall interaction
record for the discussion.
Defining the interaction unit .— The unit of
interaction which is to be scored by the observer may
consist of only a few words or of many sentences, and
the observer is faced with the necessity of determining
what constitutes the beginning and end of each unit.
For the purposes of this experiment, the following
arbitrary definition of an interaction unit was used.
The ending of one interaction and the beginning of
another can occur in two ways: first, a new interaction
unit is begun each time a new person speaks; and second,
a new interaction unit is begun whenever the content of
a participation by a single member indicates a shift
from one type of participation to another on the basis
of the category definitions. It is important to note
here that although a single participation may contain
a number of interaction units each of which should be
recorded, a single interaction imit should be recorded
only once, even though it may seem to fall within more
than one category, Vi/here more than one category seems
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applicable, the observer* must select the one which seems
most meaningful as an indication of the interaction.
Limitations of the Instrument
It would seem desirable at this point to attempt a
brief discussion of some of the weaknesses which are
inherent in an instrument of this type. The first
limitation, and perhaps the most obvious, is the fact
that the validity of an interaction record of a group
discussion is in large measure dependent upon the
ability, interest, and acuity of the observer as well
as upon the specific conditions existing at the time
of the discussion.
A second limitation may well be the size of the
group to which this observation technique can be
successfully applied. It would seem that for an
experienced observer working under favorable conditions
there is probably no limit other than that which is
imposed by the size of group which can make effective
use of the group discussion technique. However, for
observers having little or no experience, the optim\im
size of group is probably in the neighborhood of five
to six members.
A third limitation of rather minor importance is
the fact that a single observer is incapable of
recording the interaction of more than one discussion
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at any one time. Consequently, situations in which a
group breaks up into a series of two or more simul-
taneous conversations cannot be adequately recorded.
A last limitation of the Instrument lies in the
fact that it cannot be used with any worthwhile degree
of effectiveness unless the observer is already
thoroughly familiar with the definitions of the categor-
ies around which the Instrument is built.
Suggested Uses of the InstiHiment
Any discussion of an instrument of this type
would seem to be incomplete unless an attempt were
made to enumerate at least some of the possible uses
of the instrument.
The present Instrument is not necessarily either
essential or appropriate for use wherever a discussion
is in progress. Kather, it would seem that it can be
of real value only in a relatively small number of
cases. Four uses will be suggested in this section.
The first three of these are similar in nature and
consist of using the Instrument in order to benefit
one of the following; (1) the group as a whole; (2)
the leader of the group; or (3) the observer. A
fourth use of the Instrument is to collect interaction
data for research purposes. The first three of these
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uses are further explained in the following paragraphs.
For the group, interaction data might well be used
to provide feedback material. Such feedback could be
made in many ways, some of which are suggested by the
actual treatment in Chapter IV of the data collected
in the present experiment. But regardless of the form
which the feedback might take, there is little question
but that its primary objective should in most cases be
that of stimulating the group to think objectively
about Itself and of assisting the group to some extent
in its attempts at self evaluation. Data collected
from a series of discussions if presented to the group
in terms of profiles which could be compared with one
another and if accompanied by supplementary data summa-
ries should provide a stimulating basis for discussion
of group process and progress from time to time. It
should be pointed out here, however, that such use of
interaction data is probably worthwhile only for
groups that wish to use an experimental approach to
group functioning or which are at least interested in
attempting to improve the efficiency of group
functioning.
Interaction data can also prove useful to the
discussion leader, provided* that he has some under-
standing of the significance of such data. For the
C'f/ei/ ecj Xi'.y/ J/i’j .'tri B*infc ao ici Oi:i'if?driX ,qao‘i;» c.iJ 'j:oa
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aiij '^d >. doi^^ lo «?nice » ^ ^ y» Ux efcBir;
i3£.dpeXXQo jQJiiib aud vo VI 'lodqj^'.dl; nl diioiiio /iii rd Zau^oB
orio i «>.'ia 'io aeolbix^^io'; duS . -Wc>nXr:;:'q/:t) dA'.rr, o'xj arij ni
r,v XO';:rf-,r n.i t oiied >iofldJ3e '.’’j add lioiavi
tJ€>aso J eot, r.l , -.ilijOAB J::)oi'ido y/iBml'iq sJi d riod dud
vXeY.f.d 0:>(, Vo 1LjV-.‘V od CO'>>:a -,:t±Jl-XuoxXdg Vo oBlid
j.iivd.w oi.ion od quci3 odi^J : xlseB V.G orui *l.Lo:;dx duodja
UodCbXxuQ ,xiold 3UJ jS /& "xXoa is cdonrvjdB [’.dl al
quo*x^ Oiid od bstdct?*® t>T:q Vi. eaoXsauoslb Vc i-.elioe b oioi'i
erco ddiTT bo'XBcyr. ->0 yc t/uoo xio^iw aeliVcxq Vo am-iP’d nl
-aiiufjjs iJd£b *\i*Xijdd;0i5isXqqui; '^d boxn^qcioyOB VI biia 'icddonii
noi^ zuozId ‘loV aia3d anldBlucflda a obivc'ig Vxqc.-s eoii
dx .coild od ofixd I3!Ot:1 p,26 *x3 o*tq ar-t>oo‘iq quou.;;, Vo
Vo esji viojc JtjIj « oQV&Vw-oii ^ •i..ir' duo fot dn xoq Rcf blooxia
'loV '<;Ino tllawild'X'jY/ ^Xd/idoVq al jsdjeb no id o.^A'i^pdixI
od aoBO-xqqa XadrietalY -qAy us oeu oj ilaiv/ jsild eqixo*is
xti jbssocc-'-xbdui des^I ds ons xiolnv/ uo quy«i2
quo'xs Vo qoneioxVVo cdd evo'xcimi ocr .lUidqmtddji
.aniuoidofxuV
6ud o.d Ix/leau evouq oeIx-* o«o sdab noidCB-iaduI
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leader, again, this data can probably be most valuable
if it is used as a stimulus to objective thinking
about the group. If used in this manner, it can:
(1) serve as a check on the leader’s more subjective
reactions to the group; (2) help him to form hunches
about the group; and (3) help him to plan ways to
assist the group in its growth process. Interaction
data should also be seen by the leader as a valuable
supplement to other data which he may have about the
individual members of the group.
The Instr\iment can be helpful to the observer by
assisting him in his attempts to sensitize himself to
group process and by helping him to look at a
discussion in a new way. This is, of course, a
different kind of use than the first two mentioned
above, since this is a use of the Instrument itself
as a training device while the former were uses of the
data collected by an observer using the Instrument,
It would seem that this latter use of the Instrument
as a training device might well prove helpful as an
aid to the training of discussion leaders and that
it might also prove to be a worthwhile device for use
by Schools of Education in the training of practice
teachers
,
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CHAPTER III
PLAN AND CONDUCT OF THE EXPERIIVIENT
The Nature of the Experiment
There would appear to be no one easy method by
which the worth of an instrument, such as the one with
which this thesis is concerned, may be judged. It is
also apparent that such an investigation cannot be
made within a short space of time. Rather, the
evaluation, if it is to have reasonable validity, must
be the result of extensive use of the instrument and
of intensive study of the data collected. It should
also be recognized that evaluation is inevitably a
continuing process so long as the instrument is in
use, although in most cases the most crucial test
will occur during the early use of the instrument.
It was not the intent of the experimentation which
was carried out in connection with this thesis to
render any conclusive evaluation of the Instrument,
for this was not within the scope of the present study.
Rather, the basic objective of this experimentation
was to provide an initial tryout of the Instrument and
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to obtain, through this tryout, a measure of the
reliability of the Instrument.
Pour distinct steps were included in the process
of preparing for and actually securing the data for a
reliability check. These steps were the following:
(1) development of the problems for discussion; (2)
preliminary tryout of the Instrument; (3) observer
selection and training; and (4) collection of data.
Each of these four steps will be treated in turn in
the follov/ing sections.
Development of the Problems for Discussion
One of the needs which became evident during the
preliminary stages of planning for the experiment was
that of choosing and structuring the problem to be
dealt with by the discussion groups which would be
formed during the final phase of the experiment. The
primary purpose v/hich was seen for this problem was
somewhat unusual, since it was merely that of stimu-
lating a lively discussion. Consequently, the actual
choice of a specific topic seemed of relatively minor
importance, the major requirement being that it should
interest and challenge the participants in the
discussions.
After considering various possibilities, the
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decision was made to develop the problem in the form of
a case study. In the light of this decision tv/o case
studies were developed, the second having been developed
more or less as a safeguard against a sudden need (which
actually did arise) for another problem.
These case studies are presented on the following
two pages.
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Casa Study Number One
I am a twenty year old Negro and a sophinore at B— College. During
ny first two years, I have lived in a single room in one of the college
dorms; and this year, I am the only Negro in the building. Naturaliy
I have known that there would be some students who would resent Ey
presence in the dorm; but until two days ago, I have enjoyed surpris—
ingiy smooth sailing.
During ny first few weeks in the dorm ny freshman year, I felt
that the atmosphere was somewhat unfriendly; but within a relatively
short time I succeeded in making a good many friends, and by the end
of ny freshman year, I found nyself participating in a good many
dormitoiy and other campus activities.
Things went even better this year until two days ago when I re-
ceived an invitation to join the Alpha Phi Society, This is the
honorary society for dormitoiy residents; and I have always had in
the back of ny mind the hope that I might be chosen for membership
but have felt that uy chances were pretty slim. As I see it, member-
ship in Alpha Phi would not only give me increased status both in the
dorm and on con^ua but would also make it possible for me to partici-
pate more actively in student activities than I could ever hope to
do otherwise, since Alpha Phi is an extremely active organization
on campus.
Naturally, then, I was elated when I received the invitation,
but ny elation .was short lived because in the afternoon mail I re-
ceived a note, the text of which I quote below.
”liay I suggest that it would be wise for you to refuse the invi-
tation, to Join Alpha Phi. Many of the members are strongly opposed
to granting you a mesibership and will do their best to make things
unpleasant for you here if you accept the invitation.
Signed,
A Friend,
"
Feeling very upset over the matter, I approached one of ny friends,
who is already a member of the Society, and told him ny predicament.
He "was • extremely angry about the note and said, “Don't ~pa.y any attention
to that damned note. If the majority of the Society weren't behind
you, you never would have been invited to join,*' When I still seemed
hesitant about the toatter, he said, “look here, if you refuse the invi-
tation, you’ll have the rest of us down on you. It would be a kick
in the pants if you refused after we’ve worked so hard to see that
you got a fair deal,"
Now this seems like a tough predicament to me, and frankly, I'm
pretty worried about what I should do. After thinking about the
laatter for some time, I feel that there are actually two questions on
which I need your advice.
1. VVhat caused some of the members of Alpha Phi to be so opposed
to ny membership?
2. Y^hat action would you advise me to take in this situation?
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Case Stucfy Nuniber Two
Tom and I have been good friends for ci bout a year now, and
this term we are rooming together in a private house off the G—
College campus. This year I am a Junior and Tom is a sophmoreo
We were studying in our room the other night and, as is often
the case, about eleven o»clock we drifted off into a bull session.
Tom started the ball rolling by asking if 1 would mind if he copied
and handed in a term paper wtilch I wrote last year for American
History because he dldn*t have time to write one himself before the
deadline.
I didn't say either yes or no right away because I felt that at
least for the time being Tom was more interested in finding out how
I felt on the question and in expressing his own views than in getting
a direct answer. So we took tine out for a pretty frank exchange of
views on the matter,
Tom's viewpoint seems to be quite well reflected in the follow-
ing statements. "Bill (that's me), you've got to lie if you'r going
to get along in this world. Everyone lies at least once in a while,
and the guy I despise is the one who won't admit it; the only person
he's fooling is himself. Of course, there are lots of times when
it's dead wrong to lie, but soroetimes it's the only smart thing to
do; you've Just got to use your head, that's all. There are a lot
of situations where a lie won't hurt anyone and nay help you out of
a tough Jam. In fact, telling the truth can sometimes do a lot of
harm.
"As for my copying this theme. Bill, I don't see anything wrong
about that; it's not going to hurt anyone else. The way I feel
about it is that I'm hiring the College; it's not hiring me, and
I've got a to get as much or as little out of my nwney as I
like. Why should I spend a lot of time writing a paper when I don't
give a tinker's damn for the whole course? I never would have taken
the course if it hadn't been required."
Well, X don't agree with Tom, but I have to admit toat some of
the things he says do seem to make sense. I think that this is a
subject about which I need to do a lot of thinking and about which
a lot of other people could afford to do some thinking too. The
questions I'd like to ask you to consider are the following;
1. Is a lie ever Justified, and if so under what circumstances?
2, Should I have loaned Tom ny paper? (If answer is no,
suggest how I should handle the matter remembering that he
is oy roommate.)
Please state reasons supporting your answers to both of the above
questions.
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Preliminary Tryout of the Instrument
It was felt that a preliminary tryout of the
Instrument was essential during the preparatory phases
of the experiment. Such a tryout was effected by the
writer with two primary purposes in mind: (1) to gain
at least a small degree of skill as an observer through
first-hand experience in the use of the Instriiment; and
(2) to gain some knowledge of the difficulties involved
in recording interaction on the basis of the categories
which had been developed.
In this preliminary tryout two discussion groups
were used. These groups served not only as a source
of data for interaction recording but also as a proving
ground for Case Study Number One, which had not
previously been tried on an actual discussion group,
A wire recording was also made of each of these
discussions in order to provide the writer wL th a
means for additional practice.
Some skill in observing was unquestionably gained
by the writer in his attempts to record the Interactions
for the two discussion groups. Furthermore, the
reaction of the groups to Case Study Number One seemed
to indicate that it would prove satisfactory for use
on the later groups. But perhaps the main value of
the preliminary tryout was that it convinced the
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writer that Interaction recording with the present
instrument was not quite as simple as it had appeared.
It became clearly evident that one did not become a
proficient interaction observer merely by memorizing
the categories or even by practicing on one discussion
after the categories had been learned. This discovery
had a significant effect upon the preparations for the
final collection of data.
Selection of Observers
A fair trial of the Instrument, even on the small
scale attempted by the present experiment, was believed
to require that a number of persons in addition to the
writer participate as observers during the collection
of data. Furthermore, the need to obtain a reliability
check on the Instrument made it necessary to train a
sufficient number of observers to make possible a
pairing of observers during the data collection.
The need for observers posed by the above brought
into existence a problem of selecting and obtaining
the services of a number of persons. The group of
twelve Sociology students who had participated in the
two tryout discussions was perceived as an excellent
source of manpower inasmuch as they had been excused
from a term project in order that they might participate
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in the experiment* Consequently, the problem at this
point became one of selecting for observer training
six from among the twelve students available*
In attempting to develop a basis for selection,
the writer felt somewhat handicapped because of the
apparent non-existence of precedent for choosing
interaction observers* There were, of course, many
possible factors which could have been considered had
a careful screening been seen as practical and necessary*
However, time limitations made such a screening un-
feasible* Furthermore, the fact that the purpose of
the Instrument was to provide a relatively simple
method for recording interaction made it seem undesir-
able to use either intelligence or background as the
criteria for selection*
Actually, there appeared to be no reason to doubt
but that any of the twelve students could have served
as satisfactory trainees* However, this did not solve
the problem of selection* The method which was
finally chosen was that of using the interaction data
which had been collected on these students in an
attempt to select the six who appeared to have shown
the best discussion group membership* Such a basis
for selection, of course, immediately assumes a
definite set of values concerning what constitutes
•
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good discussion group membership, and this is certainly
a subject on which there is not at the present time any
general agreement
•
But in any event, two factors were chosen as rough
indications of the quality of group membership. The
first of these was the number of participations made by
the member during the discussion, for although this can
not be considered as evidence of the productivity of
the member it does perhaps serve as a rough measure of
his degree of involvement in the discussion. A second
measure which was used was a comparison of the partici-
pations in the Task aid Oroup categories th those in
the Individual categories for each member. The assump-
tion here was that the good group member is more
concerned jA. th the furthering of the task and the
functioning of the group as a group than with satisfy-
ing personal needs.
In order that this second factor might be divorced
from the first as much as possible, it was decided to
eliminate participations in category number two
(Elaborates) from the tabulation, since this is the
category in iiiiich the greatest percentage of partici-
pations fall. Consequently, this second factor con-
sisted of a tabulation of each student’s participations
in categories number one, three, four, five, six, and
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seven (the Task and Group categories minus category
number two) and his participations in categories number
eight and nine and of subtracting the sum of the latter
from the former. This, then, gave a measure of the
predominance of task and group participations, other
than elaborative, over individual centered participat-
ions .
The two factors described above were computed in
turn for each of the twelve students, and in the final
selection of six from among these twelve approximately
equal weight was accorded to each of these factors.
Table 1 presents a summary of sex, age, and grade
level for each of the eight observers who participated
in the final collection of data. These observers will
be referred to in later sections by the letters used
in this table and not by name.
Table 1. Sex, Age, and Grade Level of Interaction
Observers
Observer Sex Age Grade Level
^ # • • • M 23 Graduate
B . . • • M 28 Graduate
C . . . . M 22 Junior
B . . . . M 29 Junior
£ . . . . M 23 Junior
F • . . • M 24 Junior
G . . • . M 23 Junior
H . . . . M 25 Junior
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Training the Group of Observers
A further problem which faced the writer was that
of acquainting the students with the Instrument and of
training them in the functions of interaction observation.
The Initial tryout observations had proved that the
training of others would not be as simple as it had at
first seemed. In fact, at this point the writer felt
considerable concern as to whether he could conduct a
successful training course, since there was little in
the way of previous experimentation which seemed to fit
the conditions of this particular project*
Before proceeding to a further consideration of
this problem, however, it may be well to discuss for
a moment the reasons which would appear to justify the
rather extensive treatment of the observer training
which is attempted in this Chapter* It is the writer’s
belief that in the actual observation and recording of
interaction the Instrimient cannot justifiably be con-
sidered to be merely a set of category definitions
accompanied by a form for recording interactions*
Actually, the Instrument consists of a h\iman being who
is attempting to use the categories and recording
form in recording the interaction which he observes#
When considered in this manner it becomes apparent
that a very important part of the Instrument is
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represented by the Individual who fxmctions as the
observer* This being the case, careful design of the
written portion of the Instrument is not by any means
sufficient* It was believed that a satisfactory tryout
could be expected only if the individuals who were to
use the written portion of the Instrument were
adequately trained in its use* In short, preparation
for the collection of data was thought to require
careful training and calibration of the human part of
the Instrument* Consequently, the training program
came to be seen as a very important part of the overall
experiment*
The following sections have been written in the
form of a log and constitute a somewhat detailed
summary of the five training sessions which were con-
ducted for the six students who were selected from the
Sociology Group for training as observers* The reader
will note in these sections a change in the style of
writing from that which has been followed in other
portions of this thesis* Although such a change is
not ordinarily considered to be desirable, it was
believed to be quite essential in the present instance*
Training session number one (Monday) *— This was
the first time that the six students who had been
selected for observer training were brought together*
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At the time this meeting began they had no conception
of vhat they would be asked to do, I had not spent a
great deal of time in planning for this initial session
both because I had been busy with other things and
because I had not yet become properly impressed by the
difficulties which would be presented by a training
program such as I was attempting,
I started the meeting off with the six students
sitting at the front row of desks and myself sitting
on the table at the front of the room. In short, as
far as physical setup' was concerned, this was a
rather typical pupiL-teacher relationship, although
perhaps slightly less formal than the ordinary class-
room, My manner of presenting the material also
followed the typical lecture pattern rather closely.
In brief, I told them that they had been selected
to act as observers for the forthcoming experiment on
other groups from the Sociology class and that their
task during the remainder of the present week was to
learn how to be observers. Then I gave a very short
summary of vihat an observer's duties are and ended up
by requesting that they study the Manual for Observers
carefully that night and that they meet with me on the
following day. Since there was no time on Tuesday
when all six could meet, it was agreed that five of
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them should meet with me at nine o’clock the next
morning and that the remaining member should meet with
me at ten o’clock.
It wasn’t until I began to reflect on this session
that I started to worry. I suddenly realized that the
experiment would almost certainly fall unless I could
find some way to involve these students in the observer
training program. As I saw it, this involvement was
necessary for two reasons. The first, and by far the
most important, of these reasons was the fact that
there could be no realistic hope for a creditable job
of data collection unless the observers were highly
motivated and really wanted to do this kind of a job,
since good data collection would require both careful
study during the training week and concentrated
application to the actual recording of data during the
following week. A second reason was the fact that
these students would in all likelihood be asked to
devote more energy and time to this project than most
of the other members of the Sociology class would find
it necessary to devote to the preparation of the paper
from which these students had been excused. Although
I had not structured at this first session the number
of times I waited the group to meet, my thought had
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been that it should probably meet for three one hour
periods during the week.
No obvious solution to this problem occurred to me
immediately, but the more I thought of the matter the
more I became convinced that traditional teaching
procedures definitely were not the answer. How, then,
could it be done in such a way as to get these students
strongly involved in the process? It seemed to me
that the only way this could be done was to find a
method by which they could be induced to accept this
project as being theirs as well as mine. At this
point I began to wonder whether a group approach to
the problem might not offer the best method of attack.
Further thought made this idea appear even more
appealing. Consequently, I decided to attempt on the
following day to get the students to accept the training
period as a cooperative group project in which we as a
group rather than I as an individual would assume the
responsibility for training ourselves as observers. If
this worked, and that was a big not only would the
training be accomplished but along with it would come
the high degree of involvement on the part of the
students which seemed so essential.
Training session number two (Tuesday) .— I started
this session off in the same manner that I had begun
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Monday’s training session (sitting on the table at the
front of the room and with the rest of the group sitting
at the front row of desks)* But the first thing I did
was to say that in thinking about the observer training
program the night before, it had seemed to me that the
best way for them to get something worthwhile out of
this would be to make this an experience in group
functioning* I also tossed out the thought that since
we were talking about and dealing with Group Dynamics
perhaps we ought to prove that we believed in what we
were talking about by attempting to put it into action.
All in the group seemed to approve of this*
Then I went into a short discussion of how I thought
we might structure our group and in this made the
fo llowing s ugge s tions t
(1) that we attempt to become a democratic group
and that our group goal be to train ourselves
to be effective observers in the most
efficient manner which we as a group could
devise;
(2) that we plan all future meetings as a co-
operative group project;
(3) that we recognize and accept the fact that we
would make mistakes but that we try to learn
by our mistakes;
(4) that we attempt to build a permissive
atmosphere in the group;
(5) that we evaluate and criticize group process
and progress whenever it seemed necessary;
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(6) that we attempt to direct criticism at ideas
or activities and not at persons; and
(7) that we treat each suggestion as if it had
been brought up by the group as a whole
rather than by any one individual.
I also mentioned at this time that I would ask each
member of the group to give me in writing his reaction
to the training program. In closing my remarks I said,
”Now I'm going to climb down off the pedestal, and I'd
like to suggest that we all sit around the table up
here.” The group agreed and moved to the table, and in
the moving process I was careful to place myself at the
side rather than at the head of the table.
After we were all seated at the table I said, "How
do you think we ought to proceed this morning?" That
seemed to stun them for a moment (I guess they didn't
think that I had meant what I said before we gathered
around the table). So, after waiting a moment, I said,
"I thought maybe we might wai t to spend some time at
first going over any questions that came to your minds
in reading the Manual over.” The group seemed to agree
that this was a good idea, and "C” took the ball by
suggesting that we spend some time going over the
categories. All agreed that this was important, and
we decided to proceed directly with this since no other
questions seemed to be in their minds at the moment.
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Several times diiring the discussion there occurred
the ”what are you going to do?” type of question, and
in each case I pointed out that we had agreed to make
these group decisions. There was also a tendency to
address most of the comments directly to me, but this
tendency gradually lessened as I kept throwing the ball
back to them. I also had the feeling that the group
was becoming more and more involved in the situation
as time went on.
At seven minutes before the hour I mentioned the
time and asked what they wanted to do at the next
meeting. A lively and productive discussion ensued,
and the group finally agreed that it would like to
observe a ”live” discussion and then rehash it. This,
of course, was pleasing to me. There was also a
suggestion from ”G” that we might need more time than
we had planned in order to do a satisfactory job of
training ourselves. I had the feeling that the group
was beginning to think in terms of meeting every day
in the week, although I had not proposed or expected
this.
In general, I was very happy about the results of
this meeting. Not only had definite progress,
contentwlse, been made, but also I believed that the
group was well on the road to becoming deeply involved
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in the training process.
Training session number three (Wednesday) .— Today
the group met its first crisis. The instructor of the
Sociology class forgot to announce at the morning class
that the remaining six of the original group of twelve
students were to report for this afternoon* s session.
Consequently, we found ourselves with no discussion
group to observe.
Our group straggled in one by one, and the first
four to arrive launched off into a discussion of the
ball game. Meanwhile, I sat on the window ledge and
listened. Even after everyone had arrived, the
conversation a bout the ball game continued, and I
decided to wait for a pause in the conversation.
Finally the pause came, and I said something to this
effect. ’*We’re in a tough spot today because Mr. ”X^
forgot to announce this morning that the other six
were expected to be here today; so we have no dis-
cussion group to vrork with. Now, what do you want to
do about it?"
The response to this question was a silence--
everyone smiled and looked at everyone else; yet there
was definitely a feeling of tension in the air. I
felt that their attitude was, "Well, what are you
going to do now?" (and frankly, I didn't know n^self).
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Then I went around the group, calling each by name
and asking him if he had any suggestions. Although
everyone responded, no concrete suggestions were
elicited. Peeling that it would be unwise to push this
any farther, I said, ’’V/ell, one thing we might do
would be to make a discussion group out of ourselves
and record the discussion. Then we could play it back
and use the playback for training,”
”D” said, ’’Well, what would you like to have us
do? What do you think would be most worthwhile?” At
this others nodded assent.
But I threw it right back to them by saying,
”That*s for the group to decide, ViThat do you think
would be most worthwhile?”
”C” said, ”We’d better decide on something because
time's a-was ting,”
Consequently, I became somewhat more directive and
asked, ”How many of you think that making a discussion
group out of ourselves would be a good idea?” To this
I got no response at all; and so I said, ’’All right,
then, how many are opposed to the idea?”
”G” replied, ”I 'm neutral,
”
Then ”P” said, "Why don’t we split our group in
half and have half of the group discuss while the other
half observes? Then we could shift later on and do it
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the other way around*”
I thought this was a slick idea and said so. Then
I said, ”What do the rest of you think about that?”
There seemed to b e a rather neutral agreement that this
was as good an idea as any. So I took the bull by the
horns and said, ”0.K. let’s have three of you plus
myself discuss the Case Study for fifteen minutes and
the other three observe, then switch positions for
another fifteen minute period. I’ll participate in
both halves of the discussion.” I proceeded to the
table, and three of the group followed, while the other
three sat in the front row as observers.
Amazingly enough, (or at least it was amazing to
me) the discussion started off with a bang and was, I
thought, throughout the entire half hour a lively and
TO rthwhile discussion. Even the break at the end of
fifteen minutes and the change in discussants at that
time was not nearly as disruptive as might have been
expected.
At the end of the ha]_T hour I said, ”0.K.
,
let’s
all get around the table.” And when they were all
seated at the table, I said, ”V<hat were you people
feeling during the first ten minutes this afternoon?”
”C” said, ”Do you mean before we sat down to
discuss?”
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And I said, ”Yes,” Then there was an embarassed
silence while I waited for somebody to respond.
Finally, when nobody did respond, I said, "Well, let
me tell you ±iat I was feeling and see if you agree.
I had the feeling that you were all pretty unhappy
about the situation and that you were feeling pretty
negative. Am I right?"
I could see the faces light up a bit at this, and
people began looking around at one another again. But
since no one volunteered an answer immediately, I
continued by saying, "I suppose you were thinking, "why
doesn*t this weak sister make a decision and get going
instead of throwing it back to us and wasting time?',
but that's just vhat I didn't wait to do."
By this time there were broad smiles around the
group, ai d a lot of the tension seemed gone. "G" said,
"Well, I wasn't mad but just disappointed. I'd been
looking forward to observing another group since
yesterday morning. And I said to myself this morning
at the end of class, 'I'll bet there won't be any
discussion group this afternoon', and there wasn't."
"C" said, "I don't think we were feeling so
negative but just disappointed."
And "D" said, "Yes, the thing I was thinking about
was that this was your experiment, and I wanted to do
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what would be best for you." Others nodded agreement.
I said, "Well, fellows, let me tell you how I feel
about this. This is an experiment for me; it’s my
first crack at trying to put the stuff I’ve been arm-
chair philosophizing about into practice, and as far
as I’m concerned, this is as important a part of the
experiment as the actual observing we’re going to do.
Let’s admit that we’re going to make mistakes, but
when we do run into trouble, let’s talk it over. The
important thing as I see it is that we say #iat we are
really thinking and feeling; and once we all know what
each of us is thinking we can sit down and come to a
decision as to what to do next."
"D" said, "I think we’re all glad to know how
you feel a bout it; that makes it easier." At this,
all nodded assent.
”p” said, "I think we got something worthwhile out
of today anyway." Others nodded agreement to this and
looked pretty happy about the iflhole thing.
Then someone said, "One thing that bothered me
in observing v;as deciding what was an interaction unit.
- - -." And we went on from there to discuss inter-
action units, need for speed in observing, and the
classification of interactions as Task, Group, or
Individual functions before trying to decide on the
.
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actual category into which the participations fell.
At the end of the hour I got them to consider what
they wanted to do next. We agreed that on the following
day we would go over the recording which we had made
and discuss categories together* The meeting for
Thursday was set for nine o’clock in the morning for
five of the group and ten o’clock for "H” as on
Tuesday* We also a greed that on Friday we would try
again to observe another group in action*
It was my feeling at the end of this meeting that
this was probably in many respects the most important
meeting we would have. We had hit a tough snag but
had made it over the hump all right* As it turned out,
the group unity was unquestionably improved and a more
permissive atmosphere established*
Training session number four (Thursday) *— On the
whole, things went very smoothly this morning* I took
over for the first few minutes to talk about some
details relative to the actual collection of data which
would be carried on the follov/ing week* These points
were
:
(1) that I would write up directions to be read
to the discussion groups;
(2) that I would prepare an observer check sheet;
and
(3) that I would like to have them indicate on the
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Preliminary Data Sheet who was acting as
recorder in the discussion group by putting
an asterisk beside his name.
V/e also decided that we vrould allow each discussion
group forty-five minutes to discuss the Case Study and
that we would divide this period into four 10 minute
observation periods vsi th a five minute break between
the second and third observation period.
Then we proceeded to play back bit by bit the
recording of our Wednesday’s discussion and to talk
over the classification of each participation. However,
we took so much time talking about some of the
participations whose classification seemed a bit
dubious that we didn’t actually cover too much of the
recording.
I definitely felt that we made progress but also
felt that the time limit of one hour was very frustrating.
It seemed as thou^ we were right in the middle of
things when the hour was up. When I remarked that it
was ten o’clock, everyone seemed amazed that the time
had gone so quickly.
Before we broke up, we agreed to meet on Friday
at either three or four o’clock depending on which of
these times would fit the schedules of the other six
who were to act as the discussion group. ”D" indicated
that he would be unable to be present on Friday.
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Training session number five (Fridgy ) »-•» Today we
did have our "live” discussion group (the otJne r six
students from the original group of twelve). I gave
them a borrowed problem which was concerned with
cheating in college, and their general reaction was
that they didn*t like the problem much. At any rate,
what ever the reason, they did do a rather poor job
in their discussion. The members of the training
group observed just as if it were one of the regular
discussions which were to come the following week and
used the four 10 minute periods with a five minute
break in the middle as we had agreed to do.
After the discussion was over and the other six
had left, we sat down to talk it over a bit. I
immediately had the feeling that the atmosphere was
really warm aid friendly and that we had mai aged to
build up a bond of understanding even in this short
time. There was no evidence of negative feelings, and
as far as I could tell we each brought up for discussion
the things that had puzzled us during the observation
of the group.
When we seemed to be pretty well talked out on
that subject, I said that I would very much like to
get from them the following week a commentary on this
week of training. This was not to be a corrposition
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but just a half peige or so telling me what they liked
and what they disliked about the five sessions. I
asked them not to sign their names to their coramentarie
Then I said, "And I'm very much open to any comments
that you might like to make now along this line.”
”C” started the ball rolling by saying that he
thought he had gotten a lot out of our five sessions
aa d that he hoped to use the Instrument on his Sunday
evening discussion group. He also said that he would
like very much to learn more about the field of Group
Dynamics and wondered if there was any reading material
available on the subject. I suggested some sources of
reading material.
”G” said that he hadn’t regretted the time spent
a bit which, he said, was unusual for him. But he also
said that he didn't feel that he knew enough yet about
the Instrument or about the Field.
”F” said that he hadn't been at all enthused about
the prospect of observer training on Monday afternoon
but that later on he came to feel that he was learning
something very worthwhile. He mentioned that he had
compared some discussions at the School of Education
during the past week with those he had participated in
in our groups and thought the School of Education
discussions were pretty poor in comparison. He also
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thought that the use of the Instrument might do a lot
to help the School of Education discussions.
and "E” said very little during this dis-
cussion, but I had the feeling that they too were well
satisfied with the week.
I then asked if I might tell them what I had been
feeling, and they all s eemed anxious to know--
particularly who seemed today and has seemed
throughout to want very much to be helpful. Consequently,
I reviewed rather quickly the things which I had thought
and felt during this week (this is not included here
since it is contained in the records of previous
meetings). But beyond this chronological summary of
my reactions I went on to say that my feeling about
the five training sessions as a whole was that of
being very thrilled and that it v/as to me an experience
which I would have hated to miss. Furthermore, I said
that I was more than ever convinced that there was real
value to be gained from study and experimentation in
the field of Group Dynamics. Lastly, I pointed out
that I had constantly felt the pressure of time during
the training sessions and that it had always seemed
that we were just getting under way when the time was
up. In this regard, I mentioned that the time pressure
had forced me to push things along quite often when I
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would not otherwise have done so and expressed my belief
that this had been a negative influence on group growth.
Here the meeting ended- two hours rather than the
one, for which the meeting had been scheduled, having
elapsed. I think that we were all a bit reluctant to
admit that our last meeting was over.
Evaluation of the
Group Training Program
It would seem that there are two criteria by which
the success of the group training program might be
evaluated: (1) the degree to which the student observers
became involved in the experiment as a result of the
training program; and (2) the degree of proficiency in
interaction observation and recording which they
attained.
With respect to the degree to \Nhich the students
became involved in the experiment and also with respect
to the efficiency of group functioning wnich was
attained over this short period of time, it would seem
that the training period was a definite success. This
conclusion is based not only on the writer’s own
personal opinion but also upon the opinions which were
expressed by the six observers, both orally and in
writing, at the end of the training period. There
would seem to be good reason to believe that the
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expressions of opinion which were received from the
students were sincere inasmuch as the method by which
the written opinions were obtained appears to have
assured the possibility of frank expression without
any fear of retaliation.
Copies of the written opinions which were submitted
by the students have been included in the Appendix. In
addition, the source of each opinion has been indicated
because, without exception, the students chose to sign
their names.
With respect to the proficiency which the group
members attained in the art of interaction observation
during the training period, there is unquestionably
much to be desired. However, looking first at the
positive side of the ledger, it seems likely in
retrospect that the group approach to training served
a very useful function in addition to those which have
already been mentioned. This function was that of
giving the trainees valuable experience as members of
a group in action. It is the writer’s present belief
that at least some experience as a group member in a
democratic group atmosphere is essential to preparation
for the duties of an interaction observer. Such
experience seems to have the effect of increasing the
accuracy with which the observer senses the situations
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which develop within a discussion group* Experience as
a group member would appear to be particularly valuable
if obtained in a group which attempts to view its
functioning objectively and to continually improve its
efficiency.
Undoubtedly the efficiency of the training could
be Improved with a second trial, but probably the most
serious handicap faced was the severe shortage of time.
This rigid time schedule was imposed both by the heavy
class curriculums which the students were carrying and
by the need to confine the training period to a single
week. The latter of these two restrictions was
necessitated by the fact that the training week was
also the next to the last week of the school term.
Although these severe time limitations were regrettable,
they were also unavoidable.
Training an Additional Observer
The reader may have noted that although a decision
had been made to have observers work in pairs during
the data collection, an odd rather than an even number
of persons were included in the observer training
group. This was not the result of an oversight. Rather,
it grew out of a decision, made prior to the selection
of the six observers from the Sociology group, to
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Include as one of the observers in the data collection
a graduate student in the Boston University College of
Liberal Arts who had indicated a desire to participate
in the experiment. This student (who has been
designated as in Table 1) was unable to attend the
observer training sessions which were carried on with
the Sociology group. Consequently, it was necessary
to provide individual traming for him.
The training of this observer, unfortunately, was
not as carefully planned nor as well carried out as
the group training experiment. There were probably
two main reasons for this: (i) the time demands on the
writer during the training period were extremely heavy;
and (2) this observer was a volunteer and as such did
not receive any school credit or other compensation
for the time invested other than whatever satisfaction
he personally gained from the work. Consequently, the
writer felt reticent about making heavy time demands.
An additional difficulty, which would at first seem
to have been an advantage, was the fact that ”B", who
had an exceptionally keen mind, picked up the
fundamentals of observing v/ith amazing rapidity. In
fact, he seemed to gein proficiency so quickly that
the writer was early lulled into a feeling that there
was little need for further training. Because of this
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false sense of security, in addition to the other
reasons mentioned above, the only experience in the
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actual observation process iflhich was given to
was that of recording interactions from a playback of
a wire recording which had been made of one of the
preliminary discussion groups.
The results of the data collection give a rather
strong indication that "B”*s training was inadequate.
Unquestionably, a good part of the difficulty lay in
the factors which have already been discussed in the
proceeding paragraph. However, an additional factor
which in retrospect would seem to have had a definite
effect on his proficiency is the fact that he did not
receive his training as a part of a group of trainees.
Consequently, he did not have an opportunity to gain
a sensitivity to group process, as did the other
trainees, by actually working in a group.
It is also important to recognize that whatever
involvement ”B” felt in the experiment was almost
entirely a result of personal curiosity and perhaps
an acconpanylng desire to learn, since, as previously
noted, he received no scholastic credit for the work
and furthermore was not subjected to the group stimulus
to involvement. Hence, he undoubtedly did not attain
the same degree of Involvement as that attained by the
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other trainees, and as a result of this he did not devote
himself as intensively as did the others to the training
program.
Such differences as existed between ”B"’s skill
and that of the other interaction observers would seem
to be quite adequately accounted for by the above.
Suggestions for the Improvement
of Observer Training
The two training programs attempted in the present
experiment have led the writer to conclude, at least
tentatively, that there are a number of distinct
advantages to be realized through a group approach to
observer training. These advantages have been named
and discussed in previous paragraphs and will not be
repeated here. However, it would seem appropriate in
closing this section to propose several suggestions
relative to the method of conducting a group observer
training program which might be helpful to future
attempts to provide training of this type.
The most obvious and perhaps also the most important
recommendation is simply that the trainer plan to
provide a more liberal time schedule for the training.
It is the writer *s belief that a period of perhaps
twice the length used in this experiment (or a total
of twelve hours) and preferably allowing for two hour
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rather than one hour meetings would prove to be much
more satisfactory, A second suggestion, which could
be carried out only if the first requirement of time
were met, is that a great deal more practice in
observing actual discussion groups be made available
to the trainees. This use of practice observation as
a training technique, however, would probably have
rather small value unless time were provided immediately
after each discussion for a comparison of the Interaction
records taken by the various observers and an attempt
made to find the causes for differences of opinion
which were thus revealed. Here an actual recording
of the discussion could also be extremely helpful,
since sections of the discussion or if necessary the
entire discussion could be played back and used as a
basis for defining precisely the points upon which
the observers do not agree.
Both of these latter suggestions (the provision
of time to talk over each discussion after it is over
and the use of a recording as an aid to this) stem from
the writer's belief that once the basic definitions
relative to the Instrument have been learned by the
trainees, the most worthwhile and efficient learning
experience which can be provided is that of finding
where the trainees differ with one another and with
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the trainer on the recording of participations. These
disagreements should be followed in order that the
reasons for the differences may be established and a
common agreement reached relative to the recording of
similar Interaction in the future.
Procedure Followed in the
Collection of Data
There would seem to be little purpose in attempting
to record here in minute detail the routine followed
by the observers and discussion groups during the
actual collection of data. However, the more important
aspects of the process of data collection will be
discussed in the following paragraphs.
It has been previously noted that the need to
obtain a reliability check on the Instrument
necessitated the assignment of observers to discussions
in pairs. This need was met by assigning each
observer to a team composed of himself and one other
person and by then assigning one of these observer
teams to each discussion. No attempt was made during
the data collection to rotate the assignment of
observers to the various teams because other curriculum
demands on the observers made this impossible.
The discussion groups on vihich the interaction
data was collected consisted entirely of volunteers
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from the Sociology class from which the six imder-
graduate observers had been drawn. Because partici-
pation in these groups was entirely voluntary, it
was found necessary to make two concessions in the
original plan. The first of these concessions was
the acceptance of a number fewer than six members for
several of the discussion groups, although a quota of
six members had originally been set. The second
concession was to allow several students to partici-
pate in a second discussion group which in turn
necessitated the use of a different discussion problem
for the two discussion groups in which previous
participants were present. Case Study Number Two
was used to meet this need.
Each observer team was given full responsibility
for handling the discussion groups to which it was
assigned. In the writer's opinion this seemed
essential because the observer training had been
carried on as a group project. However, the manner
in which the groups were to be handled was actually
quite well s tructured for the observers, since
instructions both to the observers and to the groups
as well as copies of the case study to be used were
supplied to all observer teams. All instructions
were standard throughout the period of data collection.
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The following is a brief summary of the procedure
used in handling a discussion group. Prior to the time
for the discussion, the observer team arranged the
classroom to suit its needs and the needs of the
discussion group* As members of the discussion group
arrived, they were requested to seat themselves
around the discussion t able • At five minutes after
the hour, the class was begun by one of the observers
who read aloud the Instructions to the Group* Vilhile
these instructions were being read, a copy of the
Preliminary Data Sheet ^ was passed around the
discussion table in order to obtain a record of the
seating arrangement of the members as well as to
secure a record of attendance* It should be noted
here that in the Instructions to the Group an
additional stimulus to produce a good discussion was
given to the group by a statement to the effect
that a grade would be recorded for each member of
the discussion group and would be based on the outcome
of the group’s thinking as a group and upon the partici
pations made by each member during the discussion*
After the Instructions to the Group were read.
See page 9 of the Manual for Observers, Appendix A
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the group members were given the opportunity to ask
any questions which they desired; and following this,
6Ln observer gave each member of the group a copy of
the case study which was to be discussed. This case
study was read aloud by the observer while the group
members followed the reading on their copies of the
problem. Again at the end of this reading the group
was given an opportunity to ask questions. When these
questions had been answered, one of the observers laid
upon the discussion table a blank sheet of paper upon
which the group was to record its conclusions and
recommendations together with the reasons which it
proposed to support them. This method of providing
the group with a sheet upon which the results of its
labor (contentwise ) were to be recorded was used in
order to make it necessary for the group to make a
decision not only as to what should be recorded but also
as to who should do the recording.
At this point the group was instructed to begin
its discussion, and the observers turned to the task
of interaction recording. No interruptions in the
discussion were ordinarily made by the observers ex-
cept to advise the group members once or twice during
the period of the time remaining for the discussion
of the problem. But at the end of 45 minutes the
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group was advised that the interaction recording had
been completed and that it was free to disband at will.
On several occasions discussion groups became so
engrossed in the problem that they were loathe to stop
at the end of the period. However, class schedules
ordinarily made it impossible for these groups to
continue their discussions.
Summary
In summary, it ?ould seem that the present
experiment can be considered to have been composed of
three separate phases: (1) the preparation of the
written materials; (2) the observer training program;
and (3) the collection of data. Any attempt to
determine which of these phases was in reality the
most Important would appear to bo fruitless because
all were essential and all presented real difficulties
of one kind or another.
The primary purpose of this thesis, as it has
been defined in Chapter I, was that of developing
the Instrument; and this portion of the work
unquestionably required the greatest expenditure of
time. However, in terms of personal learning content
the writer would tend to favor the experience gained
in the observer training program.
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oi iciceii - yal- .Bi^b lo noiioelloo ©rli (S) bria
erii <t‘ilXsw‘i nX axw a&ajartq lo liclxw enlLt^xt-iob
t^3ix>5©v/d 38eXiX0*xl ed oi x^ecq'; bXiJOV.- inBixc qmi daox?t
aeiiXtJoX'rjXb Xecnc b6in©ee*xq XXb bna Xisiifiease G'tev XXjs
3X1X1 ii 3J3 tSlaecii elrii lo eaocriuq •^q.enii'ig otiT
yrilqoXeveb lo i.3xli e. 3W 'xeiqux:!) nl beull&b need
^low er(o lo ncii'ioq oltii bnB ; dnanuj’ii siil exli
lo enoilbn .qx.3 ieexBO'r; >rld be'ili/po'i ^cidiinoxiBOijpruj
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eaoIaB-'Jcalb lierii exinldnoo
.%oxtJonB 'ID bnlil erio lo
.fn,9*r'jO-iq ^nX£ia..Tii iOvioeo'c ©r
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The data collection, as previously mentioned, was
made on Tar too small a scale to produce conclusive
results* Its primary function would seem to have been
that of providing a rough measure of the practicability
of the Instrument and of paving the way for future
Investigations by providing a basis for certain
hypotheses concerning the Instrument and its use. The
actual results of the data collection are presented
and discussed in the following chapter*
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CHAPTER IV
AIMALYSIS OF DATA
Validity and Reliability of the Instrument
Defining validity and reliability ^ -- For an instru-
ment of this type, the question of validity would seem
to require somewhat different treatment than is required
in dealing with the ordinary testing instrument. To
ask if the instrument is valid, is, of course, to ask
if it measures what it purports to measure. In the
present case, the Instrument purports to provide a
means for classifying and recording discussion inter-
action. To prove that this purpose is actually met
satisfactorily by the present Instrument is extremely
difficult. However, if the observer is considered to
be a part of the Instrument used in recording inter-
action, then a rough measure of validity can be obtained
by comparing the interaction records obtained by the
two observers. This means of measuring reliability can
be justified only insofar as two observers recording the
same discussion can be considered to be two independent
instruments attempting to measure the same thing.
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A careful scrutiny of the basis for measuring
validity which has been outlined above immediately
suggests that this may also be a basis for measuring
the reliability of the Instrument, since reliability
c£in be nothing more than a measure of the degree to
which the interaction records of two or more people
using the Instrument on the same discussion are found
to agree. The conclusion to be drawn from this, then,
would seem to be that for the purposes of this
experiment the measurement of validity and reliability
are one and the same thing.
Choice of method for measuring reliability,— As
mentioned in Chapter Four, the method chosen for
securing a reliability check was that of using a
team of two interaction observers for each discussion
group. Before proceeding to a discussion of the
method by ih ich the observer records were used to
obtain a measure of reliability, it would seem wise
to discuss briefly the factors which were considered
to be of importance in determining what this method
should be.
It is important to recognize that any measure of
reliability which is obtained by comparing Interaction
records made by two observers is much more than a
measurement of the reliability of the instrument
'xoTt io Iulv‘i/jo A
';^LozBLt--i-.i.ii vv'O^ji •j^iiiljuc .itjod aiia ^ciilw
3:-iiii/.tssr. I. -.I ciliiBd B fj(J \,&iri d£i;!r ejer-j^ira
vdilidBi t-on xB tdiianar-i^’BaX edit lo v^il 'ojaJXu^ ®>£i#
oX i„ e^iwejSiiir. a xiiido c'Xojd ad :l3o
elqc^q ="iau 'xo xo eb'i^ u3‘* uciJ oaibdai ailct rioiiiw
i>mjo*l e<xjj uol uiucelb erajae er:^ no cfxiof ©£i^ ;?uuRt;
iiiOxiJ t aJbxid Gf.on'i nH rf'ir. txi o4^ riolsxiJ.ouoo siiT .©o-x^ xj oct
airio lo oeoo/xi/q ouJ lol jBiid
. ed oo niooR bljjow
'^dllidBlXe-i brxti YdiolXx>v 'lo diiOirie'i;ieBein axi^ d’n8j3iJfcT;6qx9
.^rrlrlJ emae arid bna ono &rca
"
"
» ..dXIxdiSl I.- i »xol bodden j.c eolodO
io1 fiaaodo boiideiir acLt ladqBriO nl boiicldnsii:
B an lo dBcfe^ a^w ilidBilo*! b ^nl-iooea
nolaeifoelb ilciAo *iol a*so’/^. edo uoXiosafidnl owd io ^rjBOu
Sold lo nciagiioeXfj b od snlbsooo'iq e'lolati .qxvO^
oj b&ai/ <^'zei7 at'iooo''^ 'lovTeedo end xioim ^ci bodCtm
ealw me j :: blucw dJt
t_ ^Jlbldallen lo G-iuaBatn b nladdo
bo*i©Wsnro ©»iu-w a'oixfv/ BiodoBl ;jrid aauoelb od
Loifjem ai.id dsidw ^nln lei'll? dot' nx ecaBd*ioqn;l lo &cf od
. ec b Usodie
lo JBx:d.' gs.tftjiqoe'X ox dasdicqa*! ei dl
ncidoB‘iBdni ni-tt^iTiUco ^o' oeniBdrlo sJt dolrl'-y \d IXxdjslIe/i
6'G;oa. .iuis:z ax s'xr'riBado Ovtd vX ebBiu afo^ioc sa
drtoGLtf'ijiir.x ex/d lo xdXXxdBlXo'i arid lo dnsixis'xusi- out
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itself* It is also a measure of the ability of the
observers and of the adequacy of their training; and
in addition it is affected by the mental set of each
observer at the time of the actual discussion* Nor
can the physical conditions surrounding the discussion
be lightly dismissed* Such things as external noise
level, room temperature, and time of day, as well as
many other items of this nature all have a definite
effect on the performance of the observers as well as
upon the performance of the group* It is not feasible
to attempt to enumerate all of the possible factors
affecting the degree of agreement between two
observers. But perhaps a sufficient number have
been mentioned to establish the fact that any measure
of reliability vdiich is obtained is more than a
sinple measure of the reliability of the Instrument.
Recognition of the situation described above as
well as a recognition of the inadequacies of the
present experiment led the writer to the belief that
a complex statistical treatment of the data was not
justified. Consequently, the following method was
chosen to obtain and present a somewhat crude measure
of the reliability attained in the experiment.
For each discussion a tabulation was made by
categories of the total number of interactions in each
encT lo f.rii lo ©‘ta’ftvw p. ceS.p zl ctl ,'lloe^l
bxLo ‘lo “io Z>ns e^iBV'iendo
'io :r&K Is'rociTi boi-otlls ri 7i itoid i£.bB nl
loK , "o±3e;j: lewd tb odd lo onld orld ifi ‘levt^ado
noi2ci/oei6 odd ^nlomso^rL^z saol:r.ti)noo iBoleY.ilq erid obo
cetoa cb zgnlrin no;/
2
,bo 8 ZjU-aib eo
8B IXbv. 2B lo o^dd buB < ^xjjdB'iBqnicd inoo*i t level
edXnilei) jb evsin. IIb eiqdBii eldd lo sxcedi '^.eddo vriBar
8B Hew 8B s'leviesdo odd ’'jo ooneraveInsq add no doello
eXdlsBol don sX di. .qx/on^. edd lo eonjsflinclnoq ©dd iioqxj
anodoBl eldXatoq edd Ic i.Cs edjenemi/na od daraeddB od
oifjd noa'A'ded dneraeenr.B lo ©en^ef) edd snXdoel'iB
8/B£i nedinti'n dneioil-lue b aqBcineq duS . ^-Xw: vneado
©‘insBom ^riB dBdd doai arid dsiXdB^ee od boiioidnsra need
B ruBild enofli si baai^ddo ei j*ol‘:iv YdXIidBxXan lo
. dnei:u/nd r.nl edd lo ’^dXIXo'Bilen ed-*' lo n'lnspem elgolz
8B evods b6cino«eb iiofds;jdie erid lo no-tdXnsooeR
©rid. lo sell) ai/pec, jial add lo no idXn^ooon s ob XXow
uBiw leXIad odd od nodXn'.? ©rid ' boX dneuJtnoqKt- dxioocnq
don aBw jSJBb eitf Iq dneiddsend XBoIdeidjad.. xulqraoo a
R>i»/ bodjera ^^rtiwoXIol odd .vsXdneiipesaoC/ .boIlXdsni,
onuasaia ebfPxo ^arir/Qatoa b ‘ici&to'iq bnn nloddo od aeeodo
.
-^iieiiXn-'qx© odd nl renl^lla ^dXIXdBXXsn oiXt lo
'\^d ebBiu anv noldBXJfCBd b noxeax/eaxb doB© no*5
does ftX enoXdoonodnX lo nedvu/n Xfido^i odd lo aelnogedBo
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category which were recorded by each of the two
observers. From this tabulation a ranking of the nine
categories was made for each observer. This ranking
was based on the number of interactions recorded in
each category, the category having the largest number
of interactions ranking first, that containing the
next largest number ranking second, and so on. Then
for each discussion a table was constructed to provide
the basis for a rank order correlation. No attempt was
made to give further statistical treatment to the data,
since it was felt that a correlation by inspection
technique would be the most satisfactory method of
presentation.
Table 2. Summary of Category Rankings for All
Discussions (Each of the numbered columns
represents the rankings for a single
discussion.
)
Letter identifies the observer whose rankings are
presented in the vertical column below the initial*
owJ 'ic doso '^d befyiof'e*! s^iew riotdw '^'xor oiao
en^n ©di lo .:p.nl:ina'i a sirid' mo^*? .BTevioado
3ni^«a'i 8XiU . xavioedu doa© •lo'J C'bair e©J.ad3©.:tGo
xix debiooert caotc^oa*i©Ja.l lo ‘^ladfwn ©xU no bec^d r.jsv/
'ledmnn daos^iaX . ui'i ^ilvad odd' i‘'^'£03©cfao doae
©rid- juilnladaoo darld jjr.lMnB'i exnoid'OB'iadni' lo
no:iT ,rio oa bria tbnoooe sni^taT: xodcLjn dc,t>^«xai dKon
©bivonq od bedounJanoo caw eldad^ a nolecao?. lx doae 'tol
EBW dqmedda oU .ftoldalo^ioo lobrco ^inan a 'lo'i dead orii
tBidab edd od dnemJae^id Xaoidddeds 'loddial evi^ od obar.i
noidooqcnX •\^d aoIdaXamoo a daild diol caw di eonie
*10 boddani x'^cd oaieldae dcon erld ©d foXuow ©nplndoed
.noXdadnjEtt'iq
XXA iol aar^i^Inafl ’^'loyedaO lo ximiiinuS- ,S oldaT
enmaXoo b©‘iodOTJTi erfd lo doaS) anoXceaodQ
©I^nle s lol; egnijUto'X oxld ednoce'iqe'i
( . TolaEdodb
6'tG ©eodw x^v'iaedo edo eoilidnebl nodJ»X"^
.laXdXnX ©rii woXad nnraloo Xaoxd'iav odd nX baJnoco'iq
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Table 2 (concluded)
Category Rank
A B A B A B E F E P C D C D C D G H G H
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
#7 , , , 7 7 6 5 8 5 8 8 5 7 7 7 6 6 8 8 7 6 7 5
#8 , . . 7 7 6 5 4 8 5 6 8 8 3 6 7 7 6 5 3 4 9 9
#9 , . . 9 7 9 9 9 8 6 5 8 6 2 5 7 7 6 5 9 9 6 6
Reliability of Interaction recording by observer
teams . - - The category rankings for each discussion have
been grouped by observer teams and are presented in
table 2. On the whole, the correlations shown by the
various observer teams would seem encouraging. This is
not in any sense a measure of whether the observers
categorized the same participations in the same way,
but it is at least a rough measure of how well the
discussion profiles obtained by two observers would
tend to agree. It should be pointed out here, however,
that the rank order correlation will serve only as a
comparison of the relative heights of one observer’s
profile with those of the second observer’s profile.
Hence, a perfect rank order correlation does not insure
equal absolute heights of corresponding points on the
two profiles, and it is therefore not an indication
of the existence of identical profiles.
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Profiles of Group Interaction
Defining an interaction profile .— One method of
treating interaction data is the development of an
interaction profile for a discussion group. Such a
profile is merely a graph in which the percentage of
the total interactions falling in each category is
used as an ordinate and the categories themselves used
as an abscissa. Although a similar profile would be
obtai ned by using the number of participations per
category rather than the percentage of total partici-
pations per category as an ordinate, the use of the
latter makes possible the presentation of two or more
profiles on the same graph for the purpose of comparison
An Interaction profile has been constructed for
each of the discussion groups Included in the experi-
ment This computation was in all cases based on
the arithmetic mean of the two observer interaction
records. In order to facilitate comparison this data
has been drawn together both in Table 3 and in the
graph on the following page. An attempt has been made
to further simplify comparison in Figure 1 by using
a different color ink for each of the four observer
teams, thus allowing easy identification of the
profiles of each team.
V See Figure 1
rroicf osiod-itl quo’iTJ *lo fjcii'iU'ii
Uo L'6.^t4»i o. --. elllo’iq iioXo ja«iec»cil
Hi .inoriqolov6l> orU ai /?jjRb rioid O3‘ieoi*il kjaluBC'id
n iic. . rroiaiiUODiD x: £cV sXllo-xq iiOl:;tr;^‘£9?fii
*lo e: iicrre-j'i^q adcT /ioixiTr n2 b ei
il ^'10^9jBo iicB9 ni anoxd- OBIo;lni sniJ
beat} aevlcesnerld a&l^io^a&Bo edii boji oianlb'io tub aB.b^exj
&d bS.i.of/ eXl'ionq ‘.[rSiaila B dguorictlA . naaloadis ab sb
leq aaoj’i.aqicii iBq ‘lo it»dGUJii eii^ ^d der. ieddo
“ioxi'ijaa lajoj lo O'^^&Jneoibrr ©£l« nan? acsddB'i '^xo^octso
sjiict lo ©EjJ axil ^ tlanxd'xo xib as \^‘1oqo1bc xeq anollsq
o'loffi ’lo ov/1 lo ncxjslnece'xq adl aldxaaoq aeilsm asllsl
nocl^xBqxcoo lo aaoq'iuq edl xol riqs*js ^-aa odd selilc'xq
^iol delox'iltiAoo ' a&d asxl slllo-iq noiloB»ieJ“£;i nA
-I^xDqxo sdl ol debi^Ioni x.qo'©^ ixola^uoaid Xnil lo dose
no boasd aaa«c IIs ni asw no-LlsiAqnioo aldT '^.Inom
*•
nolloBTolni aev'ieedo oxyd exil lo bdun olloniiii''xs axil
BIBO alii'l fioal'X'i<;rxVo 'elsdll ’rsl dl 'isdno nl '."dnooo'i
oiil nil ofiB 5 ®Idx;X nl xilod •xcdJl^o;, n;VB-ib cood end
oicsri rfood asd dqnrolds n.A bc ;tilwoIIo-x udl no dgsTis
gnlcij v;d I ni no alisqtnc -> -^^Ixlqmlfc *x&ri*ii/i ol
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Table 3* Distribution of Total Member Participations
Among the Nine Categories
Per Cent of Total Participations
Category
A&B^ 'a&b A&B E&F E&F C&D C&D C&D G&H G&H
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
#1 . . • 12.1 7.6 6.4 8.4 14.5 13.9 11.4 9.0 5.7 5.8
#2 . . • 55.7 55.2 56.4 61.2 51.6 50.9 62.9 62.9 64.0 62.6
#5 . . • 8.0 16.0 13.9 8.9 14.1 7.5 5.4 14.0 11.7 13.9
#4 . . • 3.5 4.6 6.2 10.3 10.6 9.9 14.9 8.7 6.2 6.3
#5 . . • 3.1 1.0 2.1 1.9 1.3 0.5 0.0 2.0 1.2 2.6
#6 . . • 15.9 13.6 9.8 0.0 4.0 0.2 2.5 0.0 2.7 1.6
#7 . . # 0.7 1.0 1.9 0.5 2.6 1.1 1.9 0.0 2.0 3.0
#8 . . • 0.7 1.0 3.3 4.2 0.0 7.2 0.0 1.7 6.0 1.2
#9 . . « 0.3 0.0 0.0 4.7 1.3 8.8 0.0 1.7 0.5 3.0
Comparison of the interaction profiles for the
discussion groups ."- It is interesting to note the
striking similarity exhibited by the ten profiles
presented in figure 1. In all cases the number two
category (Elaborates) far exceeds the height of any
other category and is ecjial to or greater than the sum
of the percentages represented by all other categories.
It would seem to the writer that this apparent tendency
for the number two category to contain a considerably
larger number of participations than any other
category would in all likelihood be verified by
further research*
^ Identifies observer team.
• w J *.C i...\
v:'.
I
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There is also rather clear evidence of a tendency
for all four Task categories to rank among the top five
categories with respect to recorded participations • A
computation of the average of the rankings accorded
each category shows that on the average the Task
categories rank as the top four categories. It is
difficult to conjecture whether this latter observation
would be proved or disproved by further experimentation.
Although marked variation is found among the
profiles in Figure 1, the most noticeable deviation
from the average is presented by the profiles developed
from the interaction records of ”A” and ”B" (blue lines
on the graph). Furthermore, this deviation is primarily
confined to categories number four and number six. A
check on the rank order correlation for this team and
on the original data submitted by the team brings to
light the existence of a considerable difference
between the number of interactions recorded by these
two observers in these two categories. ”A"*s record
shows a considerably greater number of participations
in category number four than in number six, and "B”’s
record shows the reverse of this. This would tend to
suggest a disagreement between these observers as to
the definition of the two categories, and in a final
conference between the observers such was found to be
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the case. There would seem to be little question but
that this particular difficulty was, at least to some
extent, a result of the inadequate training received
by "B” during the training period.
Since the basis for this deviation by the "A" and
"B” team has been quite well established, it would
seem justifiable to consider the general profile
presented by the interaction data of the other teams
to be a more valid indication of the general inter-
action pattern.
Hypotheses for future experimentation .-- It is
difficult to say whether or not a continuation of the
present experiment would have verified the profile
pattern established by these groups, but there would
seem to be at least some reason to believe that such
would be the case.
The lack of variation in the interaction patterns
of the two groups which dealt with the second case
study from the interaction patterns established by
the groups dealing with the first case study seem to
provide the basis for hypothesizing that even a shift
in topic, provided that the new topic in general
requires the same type of thinking by the group, tends
to have little effect on the profile. However, this
should be considered as nothing more than a very
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tentative kind of speculation*
Another very interesting field for speculation is
posed by a question as to what changes would occur in
the Interaction profile of a given discussion group if
it were followed from its initial meeting through a
series of meetings* Such a series of interaction
records would be particularly interesting if the group
were given training in group discussion techniques so
that the interaction records would be following the
group through its growth process*
It is the writer *s hypothesis that such a series
of interaction profiles would first show a pronounced
increase in the number of Individual and Group centered
participations and a decrease in the Task centered
contributions* But if this group were helped to grow
toward maturity by adequate leadership, the profile
would in all likelihood later tend to grow more and
more toward a concentration of participations in the
Task centered categories, the niimber of Group and
Individual centered participations becoming corre-
spondingly smaller. There would seem to be no basis
for an attempt to predict the degree of similarity or
dissimilarity which would be found to exist between the
initial profile of the group and a profile taken after
a reasonable degree of maturity had been attained by
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Interaction Profiles of Members
in One Discussion Group
In order to facilitate a discussion of further
possibilities for using the data which is collected by
an interaction record, this section will attempt to
present a brief analysis of the interaction data for
one of the discussion groups which participated in the
experiment
•
Validity of analysis .-- Before proceeding with this
analysis the writer wishes to point out that the single
discussion upon which this analysis is based does not
in reality provide an adequate basis for any definite
conclusions concerning individuals in the group. It
must be recognized that a single sampling of an
individual's behavior in a discussion group, no matter
how accurate it may be, is not a valid basis for any
generalizations concerning the Individual's behavior.
Many factors affect an individual's behavior in a
group, a few of these being the topic discussed, the
individual's relationships to others in the group,
and the physical and mental condition of the Individual
at the time of the discussion. One cai
,
then, expect
that an Individual's participation pattern will change
from discussion to discussion. However, it would also
r
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seem justifiable to assume that there may be certain
aspects of his participation which will remain rather
consistent and that such consistencies as these may in
fact be indications of the personality of the individual.
The following analysis is made only as a series
of hypotheses concerning individuals in the group on
the basis of a single very limited sample of their
behavior.
Participant number one . i/„ The Interaction data
shows this person to have made a greater number of
participations during the discussion than any other
2/
member.-^ This level of participation when broken
down into a series of foiu? ten minute periods also
shows him to have been one of the initial "live wires"
in the group, for during the initial ten minute period
in Thlch the group was attempting to get under way,
his participations were nearly at the same level as
he attained during the remaining three observation
periods.
Another rather interesting observation concerning
^ All interaction data pertaining to this discussion
has been included in the Appendix, but for the reader’s
convenience the specific data referred to in the
following sections is summarized in Tables 4 and 5.
^ See Table 4.
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this participant is that although in total number of
participations made he is nearly 19 per cent above the
mean for the group, he is 59 per cent above the average
for the group with respect to the number of partici-
pations which others directed to him.
There would seem to be little else of significance
in the record of his participations, since in terms of
percentage the distribution of his participations
among the nine categories runs very close to the group
norm. However, in summary there would seem to be
some indication in this interaction record that this
student tends to be an extrovert, since he is not only
the highest participator during the entire discussion
but also one of the two highest participators during
the initial ten minute period in which a very common
tendency is to wait for someone else to get the ball
rolling. He would also seem to have an ability to
center the attention of others on himself or his ideas
and therefore to become the object of a good many
participations on the part of other group members.
Participant number two .— With respect to the
total number of participations made, this student falls
at exactly the group mean. However, the distribution
of his participations over the four ten minute periods
is considerably different from that of participant
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number one •1/ During the initial ten minute period
this student participated only three times, while the
average for the group for this period was approximately
ten participations. It is interesting to note, however,
that two of these three participations were concerned
with organizing or evaluating the thinking of the
group, and only one was elaborative in nature.
Table 4, Summary of Participations Made and Received
by Members of Discussion Group Number Ten
Par-
ticipant
Participations Made
w (P,M.)
Part Rec ‘ d
(P.R.
)
Ratio
P.R./P.M.
P,l^ P,2 P,3 P,4 Total
(1) (2) (5) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
#1 . . . 14 17,5 16.5 16 64 46.5 0.73
#2 . . . 3,5 15,5 14.0 21 54 32 0.59
#3 , . . 10 9.5 12.5 14 46 28.5 0.62
#4 . . . 15.5 9.5 18 9.5 52 26.5 0.51
During the second and third periods his participation
jumped to slightly above the group average, and during
the final period he became the highest participant.
Clearly this shows tnat for one reason or another this
person became increasingly involved in the discussion
ST See Table 4.
a/ Period number one,
^ Participations.
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with the passage of time. In terms of the number of
participations directed to him, participant number two
was approximately at the group mean.
His profile^ shows him to be high in categories
number one, number four, and number eight (Organizes
Thinking, Evaluates Content, and Seeks Personal Gain)
but significantly higher in the former two than in the
latter. He is also the lowest participant in category
nimber two (Elaborates), From this profile, there
would seem to be an indication that this student’s
pattern of thinking, at least his pattern in this
discussion, is concerned more with organizing and
evaluating the thinking of the group as the discussion
proceeds than are the thinking patterns of the other
members of the group. His participations in category
number eight (Seeks Personal Gain) would not seem to
be sufficient in number to be significant.
Participant number three .— This student ranked
lowest in the group in terms of number of partici-
pations made. His participations during the first
period ranked as average for the group and for the
second period ranked slightly below average. During
the third and fourth periods his participations per
1/ See Figure 2.
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period shov/ed a marked increase, but despite this
increase he ranked fourth and third in the third and
fourth periods respectively* Despite the fact that
this student ranked lowest in terms of total partici-
pations he did not rank lowest as a receiver of partici-
pations, this position being held by participant nximber
four* Furthermore, a comparison of participations
received with participations made shows that for the
number of participations made he received more attention
from the group than did any member other than partici-
pant number one who ranked first in this respect*
Table 5. Summary of the Distribution of Participations
Among the Task, Group, and Individual Functions
for Discussion Number Ten
Participant Task
%
Group
%
Individual
%
(1) (2) (3) (4)
#1 .... . 89.8 7*0 3.1
#2 87.9 6.5 5.5
#3 88.1 12.0 0.0
#4 88*4 3.9 7.7
Analysis of this participant's profile shows that
he has a tendency to be more concerned with the function-
ing of the group as a group than does any other member
of the group, since 12 per cent of his total partici-
pations were categorized as falling within one of the
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group functions.—' In terms of actual number of
participations made he also exceeds any other member
in the number of participations falling in the three
group categories. Further evidence of his group
centeredness is found in the complete lack of partici-
pations falling in categories number eight and nine
(Seeks Personal Gain end Diverts Discussion).
In sumraary, then, this student, though the lowest
participant, is more successful than the average group
member in drawing attention to himself by his partici-
pations. Furthermore, he would seem to be more group
minded than any other member of the group.
Participant niimber four .-- Participant number four
ranks slightly below the average for t he group in terms
of total number of participations. But the distribution
of his participations over the foiir ten minute periods
is the most erratic of any attained by the group.
^
During the first period, he ranked as the number one
participant, and again during the third period he
ranked as first. Hov/ever, during the second and fourth
periods his participation dropped to level significantly
below the group average; and he was, in fact, the
See I'able 5.
^ See Table 4*
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lowest participant during these periods.
As a receiver of participations, this student
ranked last in the group, and in addition he had the
lowest ratio of participations received to partici-
pations made of any person in the group. For some
reason, then, this student received less attention
from the group in proportion to his contributions
than did any of the other members. There would seem
to be some reason to conclude from this that this
person was probably not a dominant influence in the
discussion.
His profile"^ would tend to Indicate that he like
to participate for the sake of participating and that
he may on occasion make participations which are
inappropriate to the discussion at the time. This
might well account for at least some of his inability
to secure attention from the group, since his partici-
pations were perhaps not as well thought out or as
appropriate as they might have been. Further evidence
2/from the profile-^ Indicates a general lack of concern
for the organization of the group's thinking. In
short, it would seem that this student may have had a
jj^ See Figure 2.
^ See also Table 5
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greater tendency to drag his heels in this discussion
and more or less go along for the ride than did the
other members.
Limitations of this analysis .— The writer wishes
to emphasize that the hypotheses which have been made
relative to the members of this discussion group are
intended only to serve as examples of various ways in
which interaction data may be viewed and interpreted
and not to serve as analyses of the actual participants.
This particular discussion was sinalyzed by the
writer without having been present at the actual
discussion. And it should be clear to the reader that
a much better job of analysis on a single discussion
might be done by a person who had actually recorded
the interaction data and observed the various members
in action, particularly if the analysis were made soon
after the discussion was over. Under the latter
conditions some of the hypotheses suggested by the data
wDuld be ruled out as unlikely by reference to the
Impressions received by the observer during the
dlscussioni and in turn, other hypotheses might be
given more weight by this process. A series of inter-
action profiles for a group would also help greatly to
strengthen and eliminate certain initial hypotheses.
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CHAPTER V
SUivIMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND LIMITATIONS
S\immary and Conclusions
This study was composed of two separate, yet inter-
dependent phases. In the first phase effort was di-
rected toward the development of the Instrument and
the Manual for Observers . Development of the Instrument
was made difficult by the conflict between the needs
for comprehensiveness and simplicity. The decision as
to what constituted a satisfactory balance between these
needs was of necessity an arbitrary one arrived at
after many forms of the Instrument had b een constructed.
The Manual for Observers was developed to provide a
means by which interested persons might become acquainted
with the nature of the Instrument and v/ith the
recommended procedure for using the Instrument. It
was intended that the explanation provided by the
Manual should be as simple and straightforward as
possible
.
The purpose of the second phase was to provide,
through an Initial tryout, an evaluation of the
Instrument. Six observers were trained to use the
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Instrxament, and interaction data were collected by these
observers on ten discussion groups. Two observers
recorded interaction for each discussion session in
order that an estirnate of reliability could be obtained.
The conclusions reached in this study are the
foil owing:
1. The interaction which occurs in a discussion
group can be reliably measured.
2. The Discussion Interaction Record Form provides
a relatively simple and reliable method for
measuring discussion interaction.
3. The Instrument is capable of differentiating
between the interaction patterns of
individual members within a discussion group.
4. The Instrument requires definite preparatory
training for Individuals wishing to act as
interaction observers.
5. The Manual for Observers presents a reasonably
clear statement of the nature of the
Instrument and the method by which it may
be used.
Limitations of the Study
The following seem to be the limitations of this
study:
1. Both the number of observers trained and the
number of group discussions observed were
too few to make it possible to draw definite
conclusions concerning the usefulness of the
Instrument.
2. No conclusions can be drawn concerning the
practical value of the Instrument to teachers
or other potential users, since no such
individuals were included in the tryout of
the Instrument.
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3. The degree of clarity and adequacy achieved by
the Manual for Observers was not clearly
established, since reactions were obtained
only from personnel within the University.
4. All of the discussions which were observed were
set up in the same manner. Hence, no
determination was made concerning the
relative effectiveness of the Instrument in
measuring the interaction patterns which
occur in various types of discussion groups.
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iv^ANUAL FOR OBSERVERS'*^
This manual has a twofold purpose: (1) to describe the
Discussion Interaction Record Form; and (2) to explain the
procedure to be followed by observers In using this Form- No
attempt has been made to make the manual more comprehensive than
this statement of its purpose would Indicate. Consequently, the
reader will find herein no explanation of the origin of the Form
nor any attempt to evaliiate Its usefulness.
Although the manual has been designed primarily as an aid
In the training of observers, it is hoped that it may also serve
as a means whereby any Interested person may become acquainted
with the Form.
The Instrument
Nature of the instrument
The Discussion Interaction Record Form has been developed
in an attempt to provide a relatively simple method by which the
amount and type of interaction occurring In a group discussion
may be recorded by an observer. The Form Itself consists of nine
categories which, the writer believes, provide a basis for classi-
fying nearly all of the participations typically occurring in a
group discussion. Tnese categories have been divided into three
groups. The basis for this division is the breakdown of functions
given below.
1. Task Function- those participations whose primary purpose
is that of furthering the task with which the group la
confronted.
A. L. Bryant, Master* s Thesis, E>o3to:i University, 1949.
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. Group Functions- those participations which are primarily
concerned with the functioning of the group as a group
and whose primary purpose is that of facilitating effective
group action*
3* Individual Functions- those participations which are
primarily concerned with satisfying individual needs
or attaining individual goals and which are relevant
neither to the group fimctions nor to the task functions
as they are defined above*
The categories which are employed in the Form are described
on the following three pages*
2-S-
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I3XPLANATI0N OF CATEGORIES
Task Fxmctlona
1* Organizes thinking of group
a. States* restates* or clarifies subject of discussion.
Gives initial statement of problem; restates problem
in same or similar manner to original statement; attempts
to clarify the meaning of previous statement(s) of
problem.
b. Summarizes progress.
Attempts to svuanarize progress group has made in its
discussion up to that point or to define position group
has attained relative to the goal or goals of the dis-
cussion.
c. Brings discussion back to main topic.
Attenqjts to keep the group headed in the right direction,
to bring it back from excursions into side issues or
problems not pertinent to the original discussion topic.
d. Raises problem of direction or goals.
This includes such comments as: "I don’t see where this
is going to lead us.”; ”Vihat are we trying to do here
anyway?”; ”It seems as though we are going in circles.";
etc.
e. Asks for clarification concerning the progress of the
discussion or the position attained relative to the
goal of the discussion.
f. Integrates ideas or suggestions; pulls them together.
.g. Shows or clarifies relationships between or among ideas.
2. Elaborates
a. Gives opinion.
States personal belief: "I think — "I believe
etc.
b. Gives Information.
c. Cites example, story.
Gives an appropriate illustration, story, or example
of the point under consideration by the group.
d. Cites authority.
e. Suggests new possibilities:
Tl) Course of action.
(2) Procedure for group or method of organizing group
for the task.
(3) Hew way of handling difficulty.
f. Raises problem or question for group to act upon.
3. Requests clarification or further elaboration
a. Asks opinion.
b. Asks information.
c. Asks suggestions.
d. Requests restatement, redefinition, or furtlier development
of an idea presented in a previous participation.
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4.
Evaluates discussion content
a« Attempts evaluation or constructive criticism of one or
more previous participations. Participant may either
agree or disagree with what has gone before but criticism
must be directed at ideas and not at peraonEilities.
b. Suggests that further discussion of an idea is needed or
that previous discussion has been inadequate.
Group i»*unctiona
5.
Acts as group critic
a. Evaluates or comments upon group functioning.
b. Prods group or expresses need for group to:
(1) take action.
(2) come to a decision.
(3) move along at a faster pace.
6.
Increases group solidarity
a. Encourages.
Compliments another member on his thinking, his contri-
bution to the discussion, etc.; indicates understcinding
or acceptance; sides with another member; attempts to
draw out another member by praise or encouragement;
exclaims with satisfaction, pleasure, or enthusiasm;
friendly joking or laughing; praises group as a whole;
encourages group to renew its efforts.
b. Mediates, harmonizes, relieves tension.
(1) Third person attempting to bring agreement betweeh
two clashing points of view; shows factors common
to both sides; attempts to isolate 'points on which
there is a real difference of opinion and if
possible to show how these differences may be
reconciled; attempts to demonstrate that point on
which parties differ is of little consequence.
(2) Pours oil over troubled waters; attempts to cool
off heated tempers.
(3) Suggests ttiat discussion of a point concerning which
there is strong disagreement be dropped or postponed.
(4) Jokes to relieve tension.
c. Facilitates flow of communication.
(1) Helps another member to express his thoughts.
(2) Expresses "feelings" of group.
(3) Regulates flow of coiimunlcatlon.
(4) Attempts to keep communication channels open.
7.
Acts as good group member
a. Disciplines self to facilitate group progress.
b. Admits he has been proved wrong or that he was in error.
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c. Shifts his position on a question in order to go along with
the group or in order to *'oalntain group harmony.
d. Volunteers or agrees to assume a furictlon such as note
taking# preparing a report on discussion, etc.
Individual Functions
8. Seeks personal gain or satisfaction
a. Seeks recognition.
Exaggerates own importance; brags; boasts; pounds table
or makes other overt efforts to attract attention;
Interrupts; acts overly positive; seeks recognition of
personal achievements, abilities, past accomplishments,
etc.
b. Aggressive actions.
Verbally attacks another member; belittles abilities or
accoB5>li 8hments of another; ridicules; rejects another;
fault finding; hostile joking or laughing; criticizing;
sarcasm; evasion; refuses to reply when addressed; post-
pones compliance with suggestion; ignores; excessive
formality; aloofness; coldness.
c. Attempts to manipulate others through flattery.
d. Autocratic actions.
Gives orders; attempts to dictate course of discussion;
attempts to dictate functions performed by members;
atten^ts to make decisions for group- ’’This is the
way we'll do it."; etc.
6. Opposes, resists, blocks progress.
Disagrees or opposes without reason; is stubborn or
resistant; attempts to maintain or bring back an issue
after group hats by-passed it.
f. Defends self.
Defends himself or his personal views against attack or
.
what he interprets as attack by one or more members of
group
.
g. Belittles self.
Asks for help or for directions; indicates feelings of
inferiority- "You can do this better than I.", "Your
judgement is better than mine.”, etc.; belittles own
accomplishments; assumes inferior status; indicates need
for support of others- "Doesn't anyone else agree with
me?", etc.
9, Diverts discussion
In this category fall:
(1) pEirtlclpations which indicate a refusal to "get down
to business" or to bo serious.
(2) wise cracks.
(3) any participation not clearly applicable to the
subject of the discussion or tending to sidetrack
the discussion.
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..•'.•ob
.d©o'^ od iBaJdion B sdBoxbnx :Ioxd%' anoldBqXoXdneq (X)
.suoXnes cc od no '’aaonxsiJd od
'
'
' Vs^Joano eciw (2)
edd oi oldBodXqcB \;Xn/?eXo dO£> noX»: BqioXdnsq
doBndojia od .^nib^r&d no jioiaauoaXb aild ’lo doo{;diie
^nolQZLfoalb add
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Format of the Instrument
The form of the Instr\iment which Is to be used by observers
is presented on the following page. TTie reader will note that at
the top of the Form space is provided for the observer to record
the following information:
1. Date- the date on which the discussion took place;
2* Time- the period of time during which the discussion took
place. This need be only a rough approximation
and may be indicated in the following manner:
10-11, 1:30-2, etc.
3. Observer- the last name of the observer.
4. Page- the page number of the Form (to be explained later).
Abbreviations representing each of the nine categoz*ies are listed
vertically along the left hand side of the page; and beside each
category spaces are provided for the observer to use in recording
the interaction.
t ••
^aetios^Bal erl^t lo
‘r
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Qolbiooei nl ocjj od lOvioado odd 10I bablvoiq ©la aeoaqe ^lo^adao
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Procedure To Be Followed by Observer
Identifying dlacuasanta
Before the discussion begins, the observer(s) should assign
a code number to each member of the discussion group. Any member
of the group may be assigned the number 1. However, once this
member has been chosen. It is suggested that the remaining members
be assigned successive numbers in clockwise rotation. These code
numbers will be used to identify discussants during the actual
interaction observation.
Preliminary Data Sheet
On the following page the reader will find a copy of the
Preliminary Data Sheet. One of these should bo filled out by
the observer for each discussion which he records. The Information
requested by the Data Sheet is the following;
1. Observer*s Name- the full name of the observer (please print)
2. ,Discussion Period- the period of time occupied by the
discussion. This should be indicated by noting the
time discussion is begun in the space after £"rom and
the time discussion ends in the space after ^o.
3. Discussion Topic- a short, concise statement of the
discussion topic is desired here. If the space provided
should be insufficient, it is requested that a separate
sheet containing a statement of the problem be attached
to the Data Sheet when it is submitted.
4. Date- the date on which the discussion took place.
5. Discussion Group Members- a listing of the names of the
discussion group members (please print last names first
followed by a comma and initials) and of tlie code
numbers assigned to the members (the latter sliould be
placed In a column under Code No. with each number located
on the same line as the name o^The group member to
which it has been assigned).
*iQV^Fjcd V bevyuIXoS efi oT e*mb90O*t'i
a^ftjaeeixoeJlb
£X3.Ua» DJCuofIn (ny^xev'ioado eel.'- fteni^ea nojteajLfoaib erid ©*iol03
-lod-i jn ^fiA
.
qifc'J3 nolt.GiSOQib e.'iif 1o lecJmafa x1ob 0 od ledniurt eoof' a
eiri^ Qoxfc^ c«j;9vgv7oH *X 'iGcfiui/xi t>:'W bexi^Jiaes &d ’yjjam quotes sxid lo
cicdmoiu ^riXriififlia'x od^ oevctjssxxa oX x^l ^noaoxfo need Bad rcedinofn
©boo eeedT ^noXdnJon eateleoXo xil* eneefenn evieaeooua bertjjiaafl od
Xa;j.1o.‘^ Oiid ani^;/b aonaaenoaib ^^Idnebl od boei.' ed Iliw e^edn-xii
,noldflv*iesdo noIdoB'io^nx
»teed2 adBC A^Bnlaillen^
©dd 'lo xqoo a bnXl IXiw ‘xebss'i arid es-3q sniwcIXol edd nO
^d dno beXXxl od bltrode ecerid lo enO odeedS BdBQ Vi^nteXIenl
n ^idjaffi'iolnl oriT •eb'xooen eri doldic noieex/oelb don© nol nevioedo odd
isnXwoIIol Dxid si dee:l2 ndaQ odd vd bodeenpea
, (dnlnq easeXq) *i6V‘is8do eiid lo aa«n li'nl erfd -anal! B'xsvaoedO ,I
odd ^d bolqjjooo auld lo boldoq odd -bo.cxol noiesnoaH* *S
©dd ^Idort bedBoxbxii od bljjodc bxqT •noloanoalb
bna aio*i'i ^xedla ocj?.qs edd nx narked sx noleanoolb exsiid
,o7 =tadln ooaqs ©dd nl sons nolesdoalb arxXd srid •
odd lo dnsnedfida oelonoo id’xoda js -oxqoT noioonoaJi:! «S
jobivonq ©ojo«'?.?. ©dd IX .©nod boniaob el oxqod noleenoalb
idiji'xnqoe n Jiiiid bodec^jpon el dx , jnexolllncnl ad bXi/oda
bodaoddB ©d mXdcrxq &dd lo daomedada a ^nlnlsdno’o doode
obaddlKidna ax d.: aedvi' doexlS ndaQ odd od
.©onXq dobd noxasjjoaxb sdd doldw no odab Oidd" -ednCl «i>
add io aoLtan odd lo ^rtidexX a -aiadmoM qjJO'xO noxeanoalCl -C
da’ll! ax^iaa danl dnx’xq oasolq). a’xocxaa.a qnona nolesuoaib
©boo ©£id lo b£i£ (alsldliU bna eijanoo a ^’[d b©'VoIXol
©d blwoxia neddnl erid) B’lodi^am add od boniilasa zj.&dmua
b ‘j.cooX »iodrrii/n don© ridxw »o'd aboD nofcnn nnif;Xoo a nl beoaXq
od »iedniau3 qno'ig orid ussin odd an eciiX ©clsb odd no
• ^benQlesn nood and dJE doidv;
.- 7- J
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Observer * s Name
Discussion Periodi From To Date
Discussion Topic
Discussion Group Members
s
Name Code No«
1. 9^ -
Hame Code Ho <»
z. 10.
3- 11.
IZ.
.
-r-
3-. llo
6. 1A^»
7.
8. 16.
Special Instructions Given to Group Members
\
Prior to Discussion
Factors Affecting Group Performance
Teast
-
. ..
_iJ|.|S
\ 1
™ 'igi
a
..s
Jsi
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6. Special Insti*uctions Oivon to Group Members Prior
to
Discussion- a statement of any special instructions
concernli^^ion manner in which the topic
is to be treated.
b. manner in which the group is to attack pTOblem.
c. manner in which the group is to submit its con-
clusions and recommendations*
7. Factors Affecting Group Performance- * commentary^
on;
a. physical environment in which discussion was
conducted. Such things as uncomfortable
temperature, distracting noises, poor lifting, or
poor seating facilities would fall in this cate-
b. any other unusual factors which the observer feels
might have had a significant effect upon the
group interaction.
If the space provided should prove inadequate , the
back of the sheet may be used.
Using the Discussion Interaction Record Foto
In theory, the observer*s function in recording discussion
interaction is relatively simple; stated succinctly, it
consists
of deciding which of the Form’s nine categories applies
to each
of the participations contained in the discussion and
of recording
this decision on the Form.
The actual recording procedure will be approached through
a discussion of the initial interactions occurring in a hypo-
thetical group discussion. We will assume that numbers have
been
assigned to the members and that member #5 opens the discussion
by making a statement of the problem to the entire group.
The
explanation of the interaction categories found on pages 3-5
indicates that the participation which ho has made falls within
This, then, can be recorded by placing incategory number one.
od^ a'iocfflie»V' quoiO od snolctoiii^snl iBloeqS .3
: ^Jidojrxcfeni Xslcijqa lo ;^^e7IedJ8dB b -noJteei/oaJta
;anXn*xeonoo
oiqod Olio iioJtiiw nl ‘iarin£wn odit ‘xo olqod aolaeifoai^) *fi
• bedse'i.'t ed od al
•meXdo'iq od eX qtroT:2j arid rioXriw /iX 'loaxmn *d
-floo adi dindjja od aX qjjo^^ exX; doMw nX ‘xartnm .o
• '^noidabnotsrrooaT: bn/t eaoXauXo
;no 'i'lBdrrecssoo b -o.OrtBr^ol‘ie‘1 qx;o‘Xx) snXdoallA a«iodoB'5 *7
EB« noXaajJoaXb doX4v; nX dnefuno'iXvaa XaoXa^q ,b
aXdjadrfo'lnioonjj «b asaXiid rioxxS ob®doi;bnoo
-xo fcSnXdd^XI *iooq tSoeXoii s^^XdoBTCdEXb
, eiLrdB'Xsq/oed
-udBO a.Md nX XXbI bX;JOW eeXdXXXoBl SdXdBos looq
-Y'xoa
eXc.®! »iov*ioado ©rid rioXxi'.'? ©‘lOdoBi XBira0i:ii; lerldo ,d
orid aoqir doolxo dnBoxlXr%Xe b bBif ovari dijQXct
• fioXdojaisdnX qr/oig
edd
..
odaupebanX ovoTiq bluorie b0bXvo*xq ©oaqo add II
»b©Rif 0d decrls edd lo dosd
ia>ioq b^oosH noXdOB»xedftI floXaeuoaXa ©rid ;yiXaU
rxoXgeiXocXb jjaXb'iooo^ nX noXdonx/1 c*‘x©v»veado ©rid tY*^OQrid nl
cdeXsnoo di ,Y-^^^onXooire bedads jeXqfnXe Y-^^vidaXo*! eX noXdoaaednl
riOB© cd aeXXqqs' seXT:o3od/Jo ©nln e»inio'5 ©rid lo xiolriw ^nlblDob lo
3f:Xb*iooe'X lo bna noXeaworiXb ©rid nX boriXadnco enoXdBqXoXd'inq ©rid lo
©rid no noXeXoeb aXrid
ri^^wo'irid borioBO‘iqqB ed XXXvv
, ozjdbeoonq gaXbiooen Xsi/dofl ©rlT
-oq^^ri J3 nX jjnX'inuooo anoXdoanednX XmXdXaX ©rid lo noXoeifoeXb b
need evarl G^edumn darid omuaeB IXIw s’>V. ,noX32iroeXb qx/oig XBoXderid-
noiBdjLfoaXb ©rid eneqo ^odmem darid brus aiacfaxeia ©rid od banr^ieea
oriT ,qr/0‘is ©nXdno ©rid od iueXdo'iq edd lo dnecxydads b suXriJSci ^d-
no bm/ol aoX'ioaedao noXXoBnodni ©rid lo noXdBiusXqx©
nXiidXvf oXXal ©bam aari ©ri riolrir/ fioXoaqXoXd'iBq ©rid darid aedaoXbnX
nX anXor^Xq vd beb'tooo'x od x2jso <n©rid . aXriT .o«o nedman Y'^oaodao
d
Jj
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the first blank space following category number one a 5-0. These
symbols indicate that member ifb has made a contribution falling
in category number one and tliat this contribution was directed to
the group as a whole (the g3?oup as a whole being designated by
the figure 0),
Assume now that member jfZ responds to j5^5*s statement with a
question directed to number 5. According to the category de-
scriptions » this contribution falls within category number .throe
•
This in turn would bo recorded by placing in the first space
beside category number three a 2-5. In a similar manner any other
contribution falling within the nine categories can be recorded.
Date 4/26/48
Time 10-11
DISCUSSION INTi:IRACTION
RECORD FORM
Page 1
Observer Jones
1 . Organizes
thinking
5-0
5, Requests
clarlf
.
It is desired tliat a new interaction sheet be started at
ten minute intervals. This makes possible a later breakdov/n of the
discussion in t ezmis of time units. Sheets for each successive ten
eeeriT .0-3 a ©no iodn:t/n snrI voXIc'i eosqz inald arid
Snilliil notdiJdladnoo a aai 3^ ‘ladfiysrn dadd adsolbnl 8lodm\;e
od bai'os'iib ^&v^ nold;jdl‘idnoo ajtdd d'jdd orm aao ‘ledraun ''^'loaadao nl
X6 badanaXso^ ^jrtled eXodvr a aa quo*!^ odd) eXoilw a aa quo^ ©rid
.(0 o^xusil ©rid
a ridiw dneraedsde a’c^t od ©bixoqeeTC ‘Diadiaem djacld won enu/eeA
-ob -^rosodao ©xid od actifc'ioooA .5 nedcu/n od bodoo*iib noldeenp
eOOxdd. 'lodfft'ja x^o^e^&o rxXddjtw cXIal noXdudl-xdaoo aldd ,8noidqi‘ioa
©oaqe danXl odd cii ^riXoalq boMooO'x od bXuow nixjd nX eiriT
_
\
‘loiido mex-xasn ‘laXXnXa rs rxi. .3-2 a oonrl^i nednujn -^oaedBo ableod
.b©b*xooe«x od oso eol'ic^Gdco enln ©rid nxridiw ^nXIIjal noidr/dx^idnoo
X 0K£S^:' HClTOAHciTHI viOIsaUOaia 8X\62\^ ©djea
MHO*^ Ga002i5i
8©nob ‘•lev’iesdO ' XX-OI exniT
da bod'iadc ©d doodo ncldoB*X3dnl v/en jj dadd boxteeb cX dl
• • V
©rid 'lo nwobaaend ‘isdal b ©idXeooq eo>lBin sXrlT .alBvT'iednX edonXm ned
r.od ©vXeaooc/J8 daQo 'lo'i sdoo;''r3 .adXnu lo Bimed rtX noXannoaXb
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ralnute period should be numbered consecutively* If more than one
sheet is needed within one period^ the sheets falling within this
period should be designated by the period number followed by a^
b * c > e to
•
Basis for determining classification of interactions
It is Important that the observer know exactly what to look
for in the participations which he is attempting to record* For
the purposes of the present experiment, it is the immediate
intent behind the participation which should determine the classi-
fication under which it is recorded* The observer should attenq^t
to distinguish between the intent behind a participation and the
effect produced by the participation, since it is entirely
possible for a participation to have an entirely different effect
upon the group than the one which the participant intended.
The observer should also recognize tliat there is a difference
between the habitual manner of a participant cuid tbs immediate
intent of the participant. In some cases, the formsr may actually
Interfere seriously with the ability of a participant to produce
the effect which he desires. Thiis
,
an inhibited person may find
it extremely difficult to express himself in a forceful way even
though it is his Immediate intent to do so. Hence, the observer
must remember that it is the immediate Intent behind the par-
ticipation that he is searching for.
Interaction unit
The unit of interaction which is to be scored by the observer
JO.O OTOL* II •^evi.iijoearroo haihtedJi^ . s»d blucris bol^oq o^ualm
ihL^ :t;.1j 1>7 ”vrilllj3l 3 J -^ vCi£ .bol'ioq t»fio alcttiw bobeen el .‘tecde
vi joowoXXo'J iadinijn bol'107 3dc>‘ *^cj be^air^^laab od falijodc bolieq
• odo «0 fCT
enolv^o-ai^^tgi: 7,0 iioiJsolllaaglo p.alctlm*ie:teb «io*l elega
dool <xt oj3civ! -^Xd^oaxe wore! *xov*ioedo ©dd cfadd cfrta^tncoqnfl el
'lo^ -b'xooc**:: oef sfiiclqmoct^Ja at ed doldvr anoiciaqloldiaq edo ni r£o*i
octalbDrTSU'l erict al ctl ^ ctxiQifil'ioqxe •u'loae'iq lo B©eoq*iuq ©rid
-laca.Co ©£ic offimocteb blaoda iloidw nolctBqlolcJrraq edet bnlriecf Inectnl
dqwoctda bluofie *xev*ieBcfc oxiT »bob*iooG*x b1 ctl rloldw *i8biuf nolctaoll
Oiiit bna rccidr.q.coict'iaq a bnideo' dnocJrrl erict aoeweted .rlelJJsixlctulb cct
^X-^ilctn© ax ctX eoxxle trcclci'aq£olL’'‘:isq odet ^d boox^bo^q ctoeTtl©
ctoel'io ctao'ic- A*llb Y^e'iiictrc© xia ovad oct frolcJBqloi^*3:Bq s toI oXdleBoq
ob©br:t)dfrl ctnxqxol 1*3:jsq erict rioidv; ©no oxll nadd qi/o*-xs ©du noqu
©oco^elllb a el e'sedet ctadl cgIb bixjods *ioV'xesdo exiT
GlalbafEETiil odl bxia Inaqlol^ xaq a Ic ‘lenrcjoa lairllcfBxi ©det noev/ctod
^[lIpM^oa ‘xa.TCOj, ©dl ,j3©eB© ersoa nl •ctrtaqlold'iaq edl *lo ctxiQdcrl
©ojjboiq ol -tnaqlold'-xaq a lo v-t -lda odl dctlw TfXeuol'isE ©‘le'i'rodnl
bali ^Bia aoaieq bacJ ldtdnx na
».
a;jdT .as'ilaeb od doldVv doe'riei odd
aovo X;x*l©o‘^io‘3; a ni IXoanid sae'xq*;!© cct rflxjolTiib ^1
lov’ioado ©det ,©on9ii *oa ob oct ctixectal edalbe^iaal eld al ctl dsjjodd
odv bfjxdod c’^noctnl ©lalb’^xoinl ©.ict ex ctl ctjsdl *2: ©diaenjto'x ctai/ci
ioa al ©d ianct rxolctaqiolct
dim/ no let ox*]CQdxtI
'Xovr,Gsdo ©ilct beTioos 00 od al doidw noldojort»dnl Tto ctlm/ ©rlT
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may consist of only a few words or of many sentences, and the
observer is faced with the necessity of determining what constitutes
the beginning and end of each unit. The ending of one interaction
unit and the beginning of another can occur in two ways; (1) a
new interaction unit la begun each time a new person speaks; and
(2} a new interaction unit is begun whenever the content of a
single participation by a member shifts from one category to
another. Although a single participation may contain a number
of interaction units which should be individually recorded, a
single interaction unit should be recorded only once. This is
true even when an interaction unit seems to fall within more than
one category, Vfhere more than one category seems applicable,
the observer must select the one which seems most meaningful as
an indication of the interaction.
Limitations
It would seem desirable at this point to discuss briefly
some of the weaknesses which are inherent in an instrument of
this type. The first limitation, and perhaps the most obvious,
is the fact that the validity of an interaction record of a group
discussion is in large measure dependent upon the ability, interest,
and acuity of the observer as well as upon the specific con-
ditions existing at the time of the discussion.
A second limitation may well be the size of the group to
which this observation teclinique can be applied. It may be true
that for an experienced observer working under favorable conditions
QLi;) briB tP.eoae&£ies io 'xo eb-iov wol 3 tjIho lo ^eleiioo
JBdv/ 3aifiinr;ode£> lo od^ ri^iw booal ei lovieedo
>jtitoBaactfll ano lo ^nJcbns oxiT .i-xn;; xioas lo baa baa Qcilnal^od Qd<t
3 (L) :evO'? owd- nx njjooo ri^s 'zeddoaa lo aalnnJraad aiid baa :ilnu
brio jEjfaaqB noB'ieq wan a ©itiJ iloaa nu.^ad si cflnu aoldoa-iedni wen
a lo tna^noa sdd xe^anedw rur^ad al Sistu noldoatecfai wen a ( 2 )
od '^'logedao oao .loit sillrie *x6difl0ffi a -^d aoidsqlold'iaq eignia
'it^dinua a rrla;^aoo ^«ia xioldaqJtoidiaq olanJte a danoxidlA cTcaddona
a ^bob<Iooe'I ^^XXaubi;v2bnx ed nXjJorls doirlv/ adlnn noldo3‘X9uai lo
aX GxdT eono '^^Xno bebTooo'X ed Mj^oxIb &.tmj noidomcednl eXsnXc
naria' o*icr[- aXiiuxv; XXa?; od aiiooa XXftxr noxdoa*iednX ns nexlw neve ©nnd
^eXdaoXXqqa emeea \\xoiiei 3 o ono riBsU enoxa enerf,V ••\j‘xos©d-j3o ©no
cx I^«l2rlJLraJeGI uGoki er.ieea aoxri'^r eno ©dd do alee dei/nx nevnoado ©dd
.noxdoanodni; add lo noXdaoXfoni na
gfxqXdX; .tlail,!
YXlox'xd GCfJoiiJib od dxiXoq aldd da ©Xda^-Xseb xsieoa bXxrov/ dX
lo dneiJGjndsnx r:a cd. dnanciini o-j.a doXdv; &©aa©iaifl©^* ©dd lo oinoa
^Ejoxvdo deoin add eqeivieq bna rioxdadXrrtXI danll ©dT .©q^d aXdd .
qr/o:22 a lo bnooen noxdcan&dnx ae lo -^dxblXev add dnrid dosl ©dd ex
rac'isdnX t^dXXidn sdd noqo dnebnoqob ©ni/asen e^naX njt el noleauoalb
-noo oXlioeqc edd noqn XI©'.*? b.o nevneado odd lo 5nn
noxaanoeXb edd lo ©aid ©dd ds gnldalx© anoldlb
od q;jon3 odd lo eala add ed IX ow noldndlinxX bnooec A
euv.J ad ',jnn dX sbslXqqs ed iieo ©nplmiood rioldjsvnoedo aldd dold^r
.iiioidlbnoo oXcfn'iov.el nuDnn ^nXd^iow nevneado beonsineqx© nn nol dadd
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there is no limit other than that which is ln5)osed by the size
of the group which can make effective use of the group discussion
technique. However, for observers having little or no experience,
the optimum size of group is probably in the nei^borhood of five
to six members.
A third limitation of rather minor inqportance is the fact
that a single observer is incapable of recording the Interaction
of more than one discussion at any one time. Consequently,
situations in which a group breaks up into a series of two or
more simultaneous conversations cannot be adequately recorded.
A last limitation of the Instnunent lies in the fact that
it cannot be used with any worthwhile degree of effectiveness
unless the observer is already thoroughly familiar with the
definitions of the categories aroiind which the Instrument is
built
ssia eil;t boeoqtiJt ei: xlDJfcrlvr rxarid 'tejrtWo on ei eaed^
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WRITTEN COMiViENTS OF THE
UNDERGRADUATE OBSERVERS ON
THE OBSERVER TRAINING PROGRAM
Observer C
"The project awakened and captured ray iraaginatlon
at the outset. I wish, however, that we could have
started on it at the beginning of the seraester.
"Everything went off very well, but one question
remains in my mind. It is this: if the group knows that
it is being marked and charted will they try to do more
to influence the recorder than they ordinarily would?
I believe that the majority of group members try to say
more than they would ordinarily when they know they are
being marked, at least the groups that I observed,
"Best wishes for success in your undertaking."
Observer D
"Group Dynamics was to me a completely new concept
or approach to group study. Therefore, I believe my
comments will, at least, be candid. It is understood
that the Study of Group Dynamics will produce an
Instrument which may be used to study any type of a
group by classifying the participations of each of the
group members- obviously a very valuable instrument to
use in classroom recitations, round table discussions,
and various committee meetings.
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’’However, I find it difficult to imagine its
effectiveness beyond the point where use cannot explain
the psychological response of an individual. For
instance, a member can only describe his reactions to
a problem in relation to his own private experience
which may be entirely meaningless to an observer or to
the other members. Perhaps it is the purpose, or one
of the purposes, of Group Dynamics to get away from the
study of the individual through his descriptions of his
sensations and experiences and to center more attention
on the study of his behavior, I found in every obser-
vation that at some time during the discussion a member
would cite an example which in his mind was directly
applicable to the problem, yet other members would
invariably reject his participation on the grounds
that they could not tie it in with their own experience.
”I wish finals were not coming up at this time, as
I’d like to elaborate more on the above. Hov/ever, that,
I believe, is the basic problem and one obstacle that
must be overcome before group unity through group
imders tending can be achieved.
”I*ve enjoyed working on this project. Bud. I've
learned much and hope that I've helped you. V/nen I'm
out in business and nave a good juicy labor row brewing.
I'll give you a ring."
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Observer E
’’Just a few comments regarding my exposure to Group
Dynamics. First off, I’d like to say that I had never
heard of it before and that I signed up for it blindly,
as I suppose the rest did, -- all for the same reason.
At the initial meeting I was ’pro’, i.e. I enjoyed
taking part in the discussion. At the second meeting
I was ’anti’, probably because I thought I was going
to get something for nothing, but mostly, I think
because I still didn’t understand what Group Dynamics
amounted to, and here I was going to work with it. At
the third meeting, still no light, and no discussion
group to boot. However, we did seem to get fairly
clear definitions of the categories, although the
value of that was still lost on me as I couldn’t see
the value of the interaction record itself.
”At the third meeting, I began to turn ’pro’ again.
Primarily because of the short critique after the dis-
cussion group left when I realized you had been applying
your ideas on us* The fact that you told us you were
trying it out on us made no difference. It still made
an Impression on me, although it took the lecture to put
all the pieces together. Now I saw the interaction
record form in its proper perspective, and I also felt
that I had seen a practical application of Group Dynamics.
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-- I was definitely ’pro’.
"I feel that if I hadn’t arrived at this under-
standing, my value as an observer would have been
lessened. That is, I may not have a crystal clear
understanding of Group Dynamics, (you can v/rite the
thesis) but I think a fundamental imders tanding of it
is necessary to be a competent observer. Frankly, I
just couldn’t see it at that second meeting, and I
thought the whole thing would be a chore.
”I also feel that the fundamental understanding
and a brief study of the category definitions is
sufficient to make a competent observer. Even with
the practice group, I think I was recording the units
with almost aa much accuracy as I did the two groups
I have observed up to now.
"Perhaps I would become more efficient with
practice, but even you said that you still make
mistakes and have difficulty in interpreting partici-
pations. Of course I am forced to base my conclusions
on only three observations, but those is them.
"Needless to say, I feel I took away a little more
than I put in."
Observer F
"Having acted in the capacity of a participant and
an observer of Group Dynamics, I would like to make the
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following appraisals.
’’First - as a participant- I believe that the
discussions would be more interesting if the problems
presented are more personal in nature. The problem
dealing with the Negro sophomore aroused in me,
simultaneously, an urge to expound ray cause and an
urge to be reticent, in order to evaluate the remarks
of others. Thus indicating the possibility of
categorizing remarks of the participants. Therefore,
I would like to suggest that more personal problems
be presented to further a better discussion group.
”As for the individual participant, I believe
that he has a chance to gain much and lose little.
He is better able to size up and evaluate his daily
class-mates or other associates and the trends in
thought
.
’’Secondly - as an observer - After quite a bit
of experience at such a project, I believe one will
become able to distinguish the qualities that make a
good group member. I also believe that for such a
project to be successful, observers should be chosen
who are unknown to the participants thus eliminating
any chance of partiality in classifying them. It is
also my belief that the participants should be informed
by the observers that they are to discuss a problem
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only as long as they feel they are satisfied with the
results, whether it be a half hour or two hours.
”In conclusion, I believe that a project such as
this can be instriunent al in personality development -
if one is able to act as a participant and as an observer.
As a participant he is able to exchange ideas and
thoughts more freely thus indicating his personality
to others. And as an observer, he may be able to
distinguish characteristics of others as his and thereby
profit by it. All this will depend, of course, on
whether or not the individual is rational or emotional.
I am certainly glad that I had the opportunity to
partake in such an experiment. Thank you.”
Observer G
”It is my contention that this Instrument will
prove to be a measure by which professors and teachers
may measure the accomplishments of a group on a given
problem.
”I can truthfully say that I have found the work
interesting. It is a subject which I didn't know
existed. I can also say that the students I have
recorded have found that the project is 'fun'. Not
that they haven't taken it seriously, however.
"My only regret is that we didn't have more time
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to work together. I don't feel that I have adequate
knowledge of the Instrument and its complications which
as you know, are many. However, I do feel tnat I have
found something which will always be of use to me, for
which I am grateful."
Observer H
"I enjoyed working on the Group Dynamics project;
it was an interesting and, I thought, profitable
experience, I have never done anything of tnis kind
before, and it seems to me we should have more of this
sort of thing in our college programs.
"An understanding of Group Dynamics can no doubt
be extremely valuable in many different situations, as
you said in your lecture to the class in Sociology.
One of the big handicaps we were working under was that
of time- too bad we didn't have more time.
"Your lecture in the Sociology class answered
many of the questions I had as to the aims, uses, etc.
of Group Dynamics- a lot of the time I didn't know
exactly what we were supposed to be doing, yet I didn't
really have a definite question in mind to ask."
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AVERAGE INTERACTIONS AND PER
GENT OF TOTAL INTERACTIONS
FOR DISCUSSION NUI^ER TEN
Average
of
Interactions and Per Cent
Total Interactions
Categories
Part*^#l Part. #2 Part. #3 Part. #4 Group
Av. % Av. % Av. % Av. % Av.. %
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
Organizes
thinking
4*5 7.0 6.0 11.1 2.0 4.4 0.0 0.0 12.5 5.8
Elaborates 42.0 65.6 28.5 52.8 28.0 60.8 37.0 71.1 135.5 62.6
Requests
clarif
.
8.5 13.3 6.5 12.0 8.5 18.5 6.5 12.5 30.0 13.9
Evaluate s
content
2.5 3.9 6.5 12.0 2.0 4.4 2.5 4.8 13.5 6.3
Group
critic
2.0 3.1 2.0 3.7 1.0 2.2 0.5 1.0 5.5 2.6
Increases
grp. solid.
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 4.4 1.5 2.9 3.5 1.6
Good grp*
member
2.5 3.9 1.5 2.8 2.5 5.4 0.0 0.0 6.5 3.0
Seeks pers.
gain
0.0 0.0 2.5 4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.5 1.2
Diverts
discussion
2.0 3.1 0.5 0.9 0.0 0.0 4.0 7.7 6.5 3.0
Total of
Av* Inter-
actions
64.0 54.0 46.0 52.0 216.0
* Part, is an abbreviation for Participant*
I xc.
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SUIvIIyiARY OF INTERACTIONS
FOR DISCUSSION NUMBER TEN
Categories
Number of Interactions Ob-
server
Part
. #1 Part. #2 Part, #3 Part, #4 Group
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Organizes 4 6 2 0 12 G
thinking 5 6 2 0 13 H
Elaborates 41 29 29 36 135 G
43 28 27 38 136 H
Requests 8 7 7 7 29 G
clarif
•
9 6 10 6 31 H
Evaluates 2 5 3 2 12 G
content 3 8 1 3 15 H
Group 3 2 2 1 8 G
critic 1 2 0 0 3 H
Increases 0 0 2 2 4 G
grp, solid. 0 0 2 1 3 H
Good grp. 2 2 2 0 6 G
member 3 1 3 0 7 H
Seeks pers. 0 3 0 0 3 G
gain 0 2 0 0 2 H
Diverts 2 1 0 4 7 G
discussion 2 0 0 4 6 H
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Date 5/14/48
Sim® 4-5
HECOHD
2MTBEA.C2?IOI
?ORM
Observer G
1» Organises
thinking
2. Elab
3. Requests
|
5-0
|
3-0
j
1-0
j
3-0
|
1-4
j
1-0 |~3-1
j
4-1
1 3-1 ! 4-2
clarif, I L- ! ! I
Evaluates | 2-4 j
1 t 1
4 _ _ i _ 1
1 i i
1 1 1
1
I
—
J
—
1
—
I
II
{
content J j
r I 1
J 1 1
1 1
1 L_
1
_L-
1
-J--J
5 » Group \ j j r f —p.. j j ,—^—j—
,
critic ^ * * ^ ^
^
^—_L..™4
6 o Increases
}
4-2
|
1
1
1
j r~
—
I ! 1 L_
1 1
grpo solid* ! 1
1
1 i J i i
7* Good grp« ‘
: 0“ 4 2-0 i ^
I
'
B
{
—
^
J L_
1
—
. 1 - -
J
1
1
1
TZ1
menb&r
8, Seeks pers
*
\
1 i
1 1
\
\
1
1
1
1
1
1
i
1
\
I
I i
L_^ I 1
t
_L
1
J
i
1
1
1
1
9* Diverts : 4-0 4-3
j
4-3
i
1-4 { T n 1
_1_ 1L_
1
_i
discussion.
#I
t
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Date 5/14/48
7ini& 4-5
Discussion INTERACTION
RECORD FORM
Pag® 2
Observer G
1. Organizes
thinking
—
01(MOA Li±j_ L 'r-'—1
1 1
j
1 I
r 1
..J
2, Elaborates
3* Requests
clarif
•
j
2-0
j
1-5
j
1-3
j
2-1
j
4-2
j
2'^j 1-Q
j
1-0 *
J -JL J L
T r
i ^
4« Evaluates
content
1
5-1
|
2-5y2-0 ‘
J
^
p
I—f-H—^ ^ ^
^
J 4 J L
1 r
J L
5 . Group
critic [
1 1 1 1 1 1 r
J 1 I I I I I
6, Increases
grp. solid.
3-1 I I
7« Good grp. r
member
J 1,-, J I ,-l J- J
8. Seeks pers.
f
gain
9. Diverts
discussion
1
1
!
—
1
J
—
1
1"
I
—
J
—
1
—
1
—
1
—
1
—
1
—
,
—
1
—
1
—
1
1
1
1
1 _
1
^ 1
1
i
1
_ ]__
1
j
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4-0
1 1-4
j
1
_L_
1
1
1
J.-,.
1 1
-I-..
1
L-.
1
J.
1
_i
•• i
}‘
•r
f
V
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(
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30^ t€
4-5
DISCUS8IOH XHTEP.ACTION
REOOFl) FORM
Fag«
Observer
3
«
G
thlp^lng
j
2-0
;
1-0
J
2-0
—
j
1
—
—
T
1
1
1
1
‘
1
.-J J
—
1 1
—1 ,
—
1 1
—
i
—
1
Elaborates
! 1-0
|.
4-0 1-4 ^ yt T4-1 3-4 2-0
j 3-1
j
1-0
j
4-1
1
3-1 ' 3-1 *
j
2-3 4-0
j
3-0 4-0 X-5 1-3 1 4-2 4-2
1
1-2
1
4-2 , 1-2^*
4-0
1
2-4 4-2 1-4 4-1
1
2-4
1
4-2 2-4 2-0 : 1-2 j
l1=0j 3-4 LiziJ 3-1 \ 1-3 1 2-0 1 3-1 i 4-5 1 3-0 j
3» Requests
clari.f •
5-1 4-1
!
4-3 j 2-4 i 2-0 i 1-0
^
I
I I
J i I L_ L L
T
—
—
I—
—
r
^
^
4o Evaluates
content I
i
^
1 1 1 1
i 1-4 1 2-4 ! 4-3 i 1-4 1
r
1
•
1
—
—
_ 1
i
(
1
~r
]
-- H1 i ^ r " r~
J
i
! ! U 1_J 1i_ 1! J
5 » Group
critic
t 1
I
2-1 1-3 1 T 1 —
r
J L
T r
6- Increases
grp. solid,
r—“1
—
—
J
—
—
J
—
—
J
—
~]——1 1 r i
—
1
1
. 1
.
1 }
.
1
1
\ .[ 1 J 1 - 1 - -1
1
1
1
-J—
1 1
i_
1
-.1
]
_L--
I I
_i 1
1 i
J 1_J
7, Good grp« 1 I"
member
”1 1 1 1 » r
J 1 1 1 1 1 1
Seeks pers. \
1
1
1
J
1
—
J
—
]
—
j
—
}
—
J
—
1
—
,
—
1
—
1
—
1
—
1
—
1
—
j
—
j
--
1
]
1
I_
1
-4— i--L, 1—i—
1 i
-.1
1
1
1
—1--
J }-
9- Diverts
j
di scussion
L [ rr.izi

Date 5/14/48 DIBCUSBION IITTEBACTION
RECORD FORM
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Time 4-5
Pag© 4
Observer ^
1. Organises |2-0 j3-0 It ^ 1 !I.?:r9 1 1
1
1
-1
thinking
1 | 1 1
1
L rzj
2. Elaborates
3. Requests
clarif
o
Evaluates
content
5 * Group
critic
4-0 1-3 2-0 1-2
|
2-1 ' 1-2
|
2-0
1
4-2 1-4 2-0
2-3 2-0 3-2 2-3
1
3-2 2-0 3-0 1-0 2-4 1-4
3-0 2-0 1-3 1-0 1-2 1-2 2-4 2-4 1 1 „ 15-2
j
2-3 4-0
1-0 3-2 1-0 2-4 li£j 1 1I L L r
I 3-2
1
L4r.2 1 2-0
T
j
i \
4-2 1 2-3 1
i
j
—
\
—
—
1
—
1
—
1
—
1
1
1
1
]
I
J
1
J
1
J.
j.
! 1
1
1 L
1
L
—
j
—
1
1
1
|3-1 4-1 l3-l T
1
1
—11OJ 1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
j
1
1
J
1
i
1
J
1
± ! 1
!
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
j
4-2
1
3-2 TX Oi 1 0
J
1
1
_J
1
. ..t ..
1
-4—
J
.
6. Increases
j 4_q 1 3-1
1
}
n 1—
1 1
—
j
1
—
1 1
1 1
1
1
1 1
grp. solid, i 1
1
!
1 i
1 l_
1 t
-J L-
1 I
-J 1
7* Good grp.
member
1-0 I I
.8. Seeks pers.
gain
1 1 t \
—
!
1
—
1
—
—
1
—
^
_
2-4 I 2-0
1
2-0 5 J
1 1 1 1
1 I I
1 1 1—
i
- 1 ...
!
—I
1
u.
1
—1—_l_
1
9 .
y —
Diverts
j
2-0
j
discussion
T
i
X
II
I T
1
T
'r- r-
»
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RECORD FORM
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_1__
Observer H
1 . Organizes
thinking
—
01to 1-0 1-0
j
2-0
1 1
—
=-1
1^ 1 1 i
-- L_J 1 1—^—1 i td
2 o Elaborates
4-0 4-0 1 4-1 1-4 4-1 4-1 4-1
j
3-0
j
4-0 1-0
1
2-1
4-1 3-1
1
1-0 1-2 4-2 H1 O 3-1
1
1-4
1
1-3
1
1
1
1 1
i 1
1
1
1 r
1
1 1
L ! !
1
\
3 . Requests
clarif
.
I
5-0
I
5-0
I
1-4
j
5-4
I
1-4
|
1-0
j
4-1
|
g-1
|
4-2
j
J I L
,
2-4 1-3
j
J 1
j
1
—
1
—
1
1
1 1
i 1
r 1 1
J
i L_
1
—J_
1
—1
1
1
1
_j
1 1
1 1
5 . Group
critic
1 1 1 1 1 1
\ r
\ i l__i I I 1 L
T r4—
a
6. Increases
j 4.0 | | |
i i
1 ]
1 1 1 1
gm. solid, 1 j -J !
1 1
L 1
7 * Good grp.
member
,
J p
1 1-0 I
I I i.
1 1 j r
J 1 1 J.
8. Seeks pers.
f
gain
1
1
~1
1
—
1 i
—
i
—
J
—
J
—
1
—
1
}
1
—
!
—
1
—
1
—
1
!
1
J
I 1
4,^—L. ..
I
-I-.
1
-I—.
1
—1—
1
—i—i—
i
—
1
1 1 1 1
i
1 r
J \ 1 \ I ! L
4-0
i
4-5
j
1-4
i
9 . Diverts
discussion
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RECORD FORM
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4-5
Page
128
2
Observer H
1 • Organizes
thinking
01CM 2-0
1 !
t- 1 j
i_»J L 1
2 . Elaborates
4-2 1
—
1
1CM 1-0 3-1 1-0
j
3-1 '4-0"[ 1-0
j
1-2
[
1-0
j
1-3
2-0 3-0 4-2 1-0 4-2
1
2-4 1-0
1
2-0
1
4-0
1
3-2
1
2-3
3-2 4-0 1-0 2-1 4-1 3-1 1 1 1 1 (1-0 1 2-1 j } 1 1
1
1
r 1
—
—
—
i
r
1 ! ! ^ I
3. Requests
j
2-0
|
1-3
j
1-5
j
2-1
j
4-2
j
2-0
j
1-0
j
1>Q
j j
|"
clarif. ] 1 ! i L J L
4. Evaluates U-i 1 s-s j 2-0 i
1
j
1
1
1
j
1
j
J
j
1
irill
content J
i
1 1
—
1
_l_ 1_1
1
L_
1
_l_
1
-L..
1
_J
5 c Group
critic
l__ p, J J J J J.
, 1 I
1 r
J|
-I
grp, solid*
r—"1
3-1
1
'T
1
! 1
1
—
,
—
1
1
1
1
1
i 1
1 1
1
1
!
1
L-
1
_J_
1
-J
1
J
7. Good grp. f
member
i
1 i , J,..,, , 1 -1 -j I
8. Seeks pers.
{ j {
1
\
1 1
1 1 1 1 1
gain J Ui—1 1 1
1 1
1—1—
1
4-0 1-4 4-0 i
—
—
_j9, Diverts
discussion
V
'
• r
\
;-V|
\
Nv
'
.<
/ .'):
\
V
J
r
\
i
i
^ i
i
'M
I
K
_l
>
«
t
I
I
}
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I
L •
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Date 5/14/48
Time 4 - 5
DISCUSSION IHTBRACTIOSJ ;?age 3
RECORD FORM
Observer H
1. Organizes
thinking
to10 H 1o ElU, , 1[ - 1 1 i1 — ^~l
L_4- I ! 11 i \ J
1
J j
2 . Elaborates
01H 4-0
1 1-4 i 4-1 1 4-3 I 2-0 j 3-1 j 1-3 1 1-0 j 4-1 | 2-1 \
3-1 2-3 1 1-0 1 2-3 ! 4-0 ! 2-0 j 3-4 | 4-3 | 1-3 j 1-0 1 4-2 1
i 4-2
J
|_
1 1 J
j
J
} i
[1-2
1
.
11 -243-1 4-0 1 2-0
1
1-0
1
2-0
1
4-2 I 2-4
|
1±±J 1-0 1 3-1 1 4-3 j 1-4 j 3-1 I 1-3 1 2-0 | 3-1 | 3-0| 4-3 |
4-0
3. Requests
clarif
.
T7~T
I
5-1
I
4-1 |5-4
I
3-4,_j_2;J_j_2::0.1.1-0
1 1
^ p
L
5 • Group
critic
content 1-
1 1-4
I
2-4
t
1 4-3 j 4-2 i 1-4 1 4-3 ]
~r 1
_._i 1 _
1
I
I I
J L-
1 1 T 1 i
J ! L 1.
I )
^ 1 1
1 1
1 1
i„ , 1 1 1 1 T ^
J I U.
1 1
^ 1 -
1
1
1
6. Increases
j 3 _oj
~l
—
1
—
r—
’
1
r—
T"
—
^
—
.. J
1 r
“
I 1
) 1
grp* solid* 1 L
1
—U-
1
_l i—J A. L.-J L
7 * Good grp* 1 “1 1 —J——p——P—'"n —1——
I
—
1
1
1 1
1 I _ 1 1 ! 1 1 1
menber
8. Seeks pers*
j
1 1
1 i
c
1
I
J
1
1
»
1
r
1
I
1
I
gfein \
i I i 1
_L_ 1-4—
1
--1-,
1
1
1
—!_
9o Diverts
discussion
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RECORD FORM
Observer
4
H
1 . Organises
thinking
—
01r-HO1to01CVl
—
u_J—i—i—J—!—
1
—
—
—
2» Elaborates
'
4-0
1
1-5 jg-l
1
—
1-2
!
2-1
i
1-2 2-1 4-2 1 1-3 3-1
j
1-0
3-2 2-3 1 3-2 2-3 3-2
j
2-3 4-0
1
—
1-0 4-3 1-4
j
2-0
OJ 1
1
2-0
1
3-2 4-1 2-3 j 1-0 3-0 1-0 j 4-1 1-3
1
3-1
1-2 1 4-2 2-4 3-2 i 1-3 1 4-1
1
2-1
I
4-2
{
3. Requests
clarif
,
|3-2
1
4-2 j 2-3 1 3-0 | 4-0 | 3-0 | 1-3 | |
1
1
1
j
I 1 1 I 1 i S 1 1
J L__. L„ 1 I I ! 1
1
-J_
1
—
_i
Evaluates
[ 2-4 2-1 I 2-1
1
2-1
j
"1—
'
I
1
1
—
P—
1
~1 !
1
I
r
content 1
i t 1 s
1 U L 1U.
1
L-
1
_L_
i 1
_l !
5 • Group
critic
6o Increases
j
—
j J—
-
1
r J
—
n
1
t
_1 .
—
1
—
i
i 1
1 1
1
grp* solid. i_
I
—i—
( 1L__U
1
L—-JI—
I
_L-
1 1
-J -J
7. Good grp.
member
is-l
i
1-4
8.
\
Seeks pers,
gain
9 . Diverts
discussion
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